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ABSTRACT 
Quantification of material properties through physical experiments is of significant 
importance. Test data from such experiments aid in the understanding of the material 
behaviour when exposed to a variety of loading conditions. Such data also help in the 
formulation of empirical and constitutive relations that can be applied in numerical 
simulations. 
This project dealt with the determination of the variation of the yield stress of mild steel 
with temperature and strain rate. This was achieved by carrying out high temperature 
tensile tests at different strain rates on mild steel specimens. These experiments also 
helped set a methodology for carrying out high temperature tensile tests using a 
servohydraulic universal tester. Results from the tests indicated that increases in 
temperature tended to decrease the yield stress, whereas increases in strain rate had the 
opposite effect. This was found to be consistent with data found in literature. It was also 
noted that the temperature effect was more dominant than the strain rate effect over 
quasi-static strain rates. 
The test results were also compared with existing material models, and it was noted that 
while there were regions where the predictions of the material models coincided with the 
experimental data, the predictions did not hold over the entire range of temperatures 
investigated. Therefore, an alternative empirical model for the variation of the yield stress 
of mild steel with temperature was proposed based on the tensile test results: 
U yn = 1 - 2.67 X lO-3 (T - 25) 
Uyn = 0.8 - 4 x lO-4(T -lOO) 
U yn = 0.66 -1.7 x lO-3(T - 450) 
25°C < T ~ 100°C 
100°C < T ~ 450°C 
450°C < T ~ 600°C 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Material properties determine the behaviour of a material under various circumstances. 
Therefore, determining these properties is of paramount importance when it comes to 
evaluating the usefulness of the material in terms of a design viewpoint. Moreover, for 
numerical modelling of structures, a suitable material model is necessary to model the 
behaviour of the structure under various loading conditions. As such, the material model 
needs to accurately simulate how the material will behave when exposed to different 
scenarios. These material models are assembled after extensive tests have been carried 
out on the material itself. Therefore, experiments to determine material properties are an 
essential and integral part of formulating suitable material models that can be used for 
numerical simulations. 
1.1. Purposes of the Study 
This project intended to investigate the effects of temperature and strain rate on the 
yield stress of mild steel. To achieve this, tensile tests were carried out at various 
temperatures and strain rates. Moreover, the tests have been used to set up a 
methodology for high temperature tensile testing. 
Furthermore, the tested specimens were analysed on a micro-structural level to see the 
effect that the test temperatures and strain rates had on the deformation of the grains of 
the material. 
Finally, it was desired to develop an empirical model describing the yielding behaviour 
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1.2. Limitations 
Mild steel is the only material tested in this project, primarily as the material has wide 
spread use, is readily available and relatively cheaper than other materials. Secondly, as 
the core of the experiments are tensile tests, the strain rates employed were limited to 
the quasi-static region, that is 1O-4S·1 - 10·1S·1• As such, these tests will not be able to 
determine the properties at very high strain rates. 
1.3. Plan of Development 
The report is set out with a review of relevant subject matter; thereafter the 
implemented testing procedure is described. The test results are then presented and 
analysed. Based on these, conclusions are drawn and recommendations made. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Material properties determine the behaviour of a material when exposed to different 
circumstances. Given this straightforward fact, determination of material properties takes 
on paramount importance. The implications of such studies have far and wide uses, with 
the results being applied in various aspects of design engineering. Applications involving 
the determination of material properties can be found in the design of turbine blades and 
turbine casings, design of vehicle chassis, as well as the structural integrity and safety 
parameter calculations for buildings. Various techniques have been devised and 
employed over the years to determine material properties. Table 2.1 outlines testing 
techniques based on the applied strain rate. 
Table 2.1 - Classification of Testing Techniques based on Strain Rate 
Test Type Strain Rate Range Testing Apparatus 
(S-I) 
Creep IO-ll - IO-~ Constant Load Machines 
Quasi-static Strain 10-5 _ 10-1 Electromechanical or Servohydraulic 
Rates Machines 
Intermediate Strain 
10-1 - 10'2 
Special Servohydraulic Machines 
Rates 
High Strain Rates 10l_IO'4 Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar 




The tests presented in this project fall into the quasi-static strain range. Some of these 
testing techniques are discussed next. 
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2.1. Experimental Techniques 
Tensile testing is one of the oldest and basic methods of establishing material 
properties. Commercial tensile testing equipment has been available since the late 
1800s. Tinius Olsen was a pioneer on this front, being granted a patent in 1880 on his 
180kN testing machine that was operated via a hand crank. He was also the first to 
develop an autographic machine capable of producing a stress-strain diagram in 1891 
[1]. Tensile testing still forms the basis of material property determination, being the 
preferred choice to determine the yield stress. Additionally, results from tensile tests 
can be applied to predict the behaviour of a material in loading cases other than uniaxial 
tension [2]. 
Tensile tests are mostly performed on electromechanical or servo hydraulic machines. 
Electromechanical or screw driven machines apply the load via drive screws and drive 
nuts that move a crosshead. The crosshead is fixed to a grip, which holds one end of the 
specimen, and the other specimen end is held by a grip fixed to the base. The rate at 
which the drive screws can be turned is variable, thus allowing tensile tests to be 
performed at different speeds [3]. Servohydraulic testers, on the other hand, apply the 
load to the specimen via hydraulic pressure through an actuator. An advantage of these 
systems is their greater flexibility over electromechanical testers. Greater speeds and 
forces are possible, and there is also more control over how the load is applied. This 
enables such machines to carry out other tests such as fatigue and fracture mechanics 
tests. Another benefit is the fast response time of servohydraulic systems, which allows 
the system to adapt in real time to changes in material properties such as specimen 
yielding [4]. Environmental chambers have also been used in conjunction with tensile 
testers to induce various conditions such as high or low temperatures as the test is 
carried out. Thus the effect on the material properties of the environmental conditions 
used can be studied. Tensile specimens themselves may vary according to the specific 
requirements of the test and no single standard tensile piece is specified due to the 
variety of forms and dimensions [5]. 
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The premise behind tensile tests is the straining of a specimen, usually until failure, and 
simultaneously recording the applied load and corresponding elongation of the 
specimen. This data along with the specimen dimensions can then be used to obtain 
stress - strain curves from which the yield and ultimate tensile stresses can be 
determined. Equations 2.1.1 - 2.1.2 outline this process: 
F 
(j =-
e Ao (Equation 2.1.1) 
Where (j e is the engineering stress, F is the applied load and Ao is the original cross-
sectional area of the gauge section of the specimen. 
Lt -Lo AI 
8 = = eLL o 0 
(Equation 2.1.2) 
Where 8 e is the engineering strain, Lt is the length of the gauge section at any point in 
time after the load has been applied and Lo is the original gauge length of the 
specimen. 
The true stress can be derived by assuming the gauge section of the specimen to have a 
constant volume and a homogeneous distribution of strain. 
(Equation 2.1.3) 
Where Vcons, is the volume of the gauge section, assumed to be constant, and At is the 
cross sectional area of the gauge section at any point in time after the load has been 
applied. Therefore, the true stress, (j" can be expressed as: 
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(Equation 2.1.4a) 
(Equation 2.I.4b) 
It should be noted that due to the assumptions in its derivation, equation 2.I.4b is only 
valid until the onset of necking [6]. 
The true strain, &t' can be derived by considering the incremental change in length dl 
divided by the original length 1 of the specimen to be the incremental true strain d&t 
and integrating as shown in equations 2.I.5a - 2.I.5b: 
(Sl d& = (Lldl =:>& = In(li) =In(Lo + ill) Jo t J~ 1 t Lo Lo (Equation 2.1.5a) 
:. &t = In(1 + &e) (Equation 2.1.5b) 
Once necking begins, the stress state in the specimen is no longer that of uniaxial 
tension. The extension of the specimen in the axial direction of the applied load causes 
the material to contract laterally setting up a triaxial stress state. The Bridgman 
correction factor as reported by Scheider et al [7] is an analytical solution that relates 
the true stress to the measured load once necking has begun in circular cross-section 
specimens. Equation 2.1.6 gives the form of the correction factor. 
(Equation 2.1.6) 
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Where FBridgman is the Bridgman correction factor, R is the radius of the circular cross-
section specimen and p is the radius of the neck. 
Axial Tension Necked region of a circular 
cross-section tensile specimen 
Radius of the necked region 
" Contraction in the lateral direction 
" ..... giving rise to lateral stresses 
Figure 2.1.1 - Necked Region of a Round Tensile Specimen 
Figure 2.1.1 depicts the necked section of a round tensile specimen. To be able to apply 
the Bridgman correction factor, the reduction of diameter and the neck radius need to 
be measured continuously as the tensile test is carried out. Scheider et al [7] have also 
extended the concept of the Bridgman correction to apply to rectangular cross-section 
specimens. This was achieved with the aid of optical techniques applied to physical 
tests of specimens and finite element analyses. 
It should be noted that determining the true stress becomes even more difficult after 
continuous necking due to internal fracture by the development and coalescence of 
micro voids in the specimen. At this point the load is not supported by the entire cross-
section; therefore the stress determined through any physical measurement after severe 
necking has occurred is not a true indication of the actual stress. 
tll,1 University of Cape Town - Department of Mechanical Engineering 
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Tensile tests have usually been limited to quasi-static strain rates due to the limitations 
on the testing speeds possible by the tensile testers. Therefore, other methods needed to 
be devised to study the effect of higher strain rates on the properties of a material. 
In 1949, Kolsky [8] published his method for determining the stress - strain relation of 
materials when stresses are applied for durations of the order of 20J.ls. His apparatus 
consisted of a modified Hopkinson pressure bar and was used to test rubbers, plastics 
and metals (copper and lead). Figure 2.1.2 depicts the split - Hopkinson apparatus 




Par.. allel. Plate 
Condenser 
Mitropfulne 
Figure 2.1.2 - Modified Hopkinson bar apparatus used by Kolsky [8] 
Generally, split - Hopkinson bar testing involves placing a test specimen between an 
input and output bar and propagating a stress wave through the input bar. 
Measurements of the stress wave propagation in the bars and one dimensional wave 
theory are then used to deduce the stress and strain time histories through the specimen. 
Thus the stress -strain response of the material can be determined at a high strain rate. 
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More dctails on thc us~ ofthc split - Hopkinson pressurc bar ean be found in refcrcncc 
[9]. 
Experiment> to ddennine lemperature elTecl~ on material propertie, have al~o been 
~arried old Kram d all I OJ ,tudied the elTeet ofloooing and temperatllre on the yield 
~tre,s of iron and mild stcel. Compressivc static and dynamic tests \vcre carried out at 
tem!X'ratures ranging from 1 \1ST to 1()()"C. The static tests \,,(crc carried out in a 
special apparatus. depided in figure 2.1.3, whereby the specimen 'was compressed in a 
chamber where different liquids 'were dn:ulated to give different temperatmes: liquid 
nitrogen was used to obtain a temperature of -195'C, akohol and solid carbon dioxide 
gave -75'C and boiling water for 100°C. Intennediate temperatures were obtained by 
<:onling Ihe ,pecimen to a lmver temperature. applying load, le,ser than the yield. and 
allowing the temperaturc to rise slowly and recording the temperalure al yield. Loading 
\\'as carricd out hydraulically and the movement of the platens in the apparatus served 
as an approximate measurement oftlle strain of the spe~imens. 
> ___ mild.ted 
b&ll ,","",, __ _ 
l']"t"n ,,"," __ --' 
Figure 2.1.3 - Stallc Compression Test Apparatus with an Environmental Chamber [1 0] 
9 
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Dynwnic tests were carried OUl On a Hopkinson bar setup as shown in figure 2.1.4. lhe 
tempel'ature control utilised was similar to that used in the static tests, 
input. SR-4 




speeim~!l anvil gaugu 
Figure 2,1.4 - Dynamic Compression Test Apparatus [10] 
Testing methods involving the coupling of temperature and strain I'ate effects have also 
been investigated by r.ennon and Ramesh [II J- Their experimental technique enables 
high temperature experiments to be carried out at high strain rates on a split-Hopkinson 
pressme bar. The apparatus used, depicted in figure 2.1.5, consists of an air cooled 
infrared spot heater that is used to heat the '1X'cimen befol'e the input and output bars 
are brought into contact with the specimen. Temperature measurement is carried out via 
a K - type thennocouple and the heating system is able to achieve the desired 
temperature in less than (iOs with a maximum temperature of 800°C, TIle strain rate 
range of the apparatus is 10' _, 8 x 10' S·l, 
10 
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INPUT FAOM 5 ~~ IW 
"0 "" POWER CONTROLLER 8 0 I~ ~01 
° WO <I IW 00 "" 0- W~ "~ N< 
< 
"0 0-"0 "< 
WI V I< 
"" • -OUTPUT BAR ~~~v"" PROJECTILEj I 
SPECIMEN 
PAPER STOP 0 




Figure 2.1 5 - Schematic of the High Temperature Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar [11) 
The design is based on the concept ofhcating the specimen prior to bringing the bal's in 
contact with the specimen. Thus problems such as developing tcmp::rature gradients in 
the bars, which would affect the stress wave velocities, can be avoided making readings 
more accurate. This method also pr~v~nts lh ~ cyelic healing ofth<:: bars during repem~d 
tesls ,md enSlIn" (hat the material properties of the bars are not allered dlie In 
temp<: mtur~ . 
A similar method has been devi,ed by Macdougall)12) for liSe on the tensile splil-
Hopkinson har.lt also makes usc ofinfmred ocatel's and is capable of heating the 
specimen up (0 800°C in lOs. 
-
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2.2. Results of Experimental Work on Steel 
As describeu in tbe pre~eding section, experimental works investigating the effects of 
temper<lture and strain rate on material properties have been carried out. In certain cases 
onl)' the temperature effect or the strain rate effect has been stndied and in others the 
two haw been stndied together. This section reviews some of the experimental data 
generated through su<;h im,estigations with a fo~us on ~teeL Howe\'er. prior to 
presenting these experimental results. a hrief ba~kgrounu of steel in ternls or <l material 
scien,:e vie"'T"Jint i~ ne~essar)'_ 
2.2.1. M~teri~1 Science Background of Steel 
Rea~ons for the variation of the material properties unuer different environmental 
and loading conditions may be attributed to their material ~ompo~ition and 
mkro~tructure. Tbe properties of steel depend ver)' mu~h on the ~arbon ~ontc nt 
present. Figure 2.2.1, I gives the Iron - Carbon equilibrium ph<lse di<lgwm. 
















Figure 2.21,1 - Iron - Carbon Equilibrium Phase Diagram 
The area~ bounded by lines represent the equilibrium phases and the lines 
demarcate where the phase changes \'vill occur. L refers to the liquid state; y refers 
lo th~ aust~nilc phase and u rei'ers !othe r.:rril~ pha",. Th~ nystal s!rucllLr~ of 
austenit~ is face c~ntr~ u cubic (FCC) while that offerrile i~ bouy centr~u cubic 
(BCC), Martensite is another phase of steel: however it is not an equilibrium phase 
and thus do~, nol appear in ligl1re 2.2.1. L MaTlen,ite has a bod)' ~en!r~d tetragonal 
(Bel) crystal structure, The microstructure of steel is stable below 723"C as a 
lm~tuTC of i'errilc and iron ~arbide (Fc"C) 
13 
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Body Centred Cubic Lattice 
(BCC) 




Figure 2.2.1.2 - Bee and FCC Crystal Lattices {13] 
Steels arc gencrally considered to ha,·c <2.11 % hy wcight of carbon prcscnt. 
Beyond this point the material is considercd a cast iron. Tahle 2.2.1.1 presents a 
gencral classification of plain carbon steels according to thcir carbon content. 
Table 2.2.1.1 Classification of Plain Carbon Stecls 
, Steel T}·pc Carhnn Comtent (nt ./~) I 
i Illtra Low Clrbon Stcel O.oJ (Max) i 
-~--
! Low Carbon Steel 0.04- 0.15 I 
- - -~ 
Mild Steel 0.15-0.30 
'vIedium Carbon Sted 0.30 - 0.60 
High Carbon Steds 0.60- 2.11 
-
ltahashi and Ka·wata 1141 investigatcd the effcct of carbon content on the material 
pY1Jperlie~ 0 [ Ji [[erent carbon sleeh with carbon con lent~ ranging (i:om 0.14 - 0.54 
wt %. Tensile tests were carried 0ut at four differenl strain mtes (1 x 10-' s _I, 
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I x 10-' s -, . 1 x 10-1 S ' and I x 10 1 .\,_ 0), The qlHlsi-sMic tll~[~ W<;)TIl carried out with 
a convcntion<ll screw driven machine ami the high stnrin rate le~h were carried out 
by a special sling ~hot type high velocity loading machine. The le~h were u~ed to 
detennine the upper and low<;)T yield stresses, tensile strength, f"ilure strajn~ a'; well 
as energy ah~orbed per unit volrunc, From the results they obwined, they noticed 
the fullowing: 
The lov"er yield stress and tensile strengths increased with incre<lsing slr<lin r<lle~. 
The lov"er yield stress <lnd ten~jl e ~trenglh~ increased with increu~ing carbun 
content. 
Ductility ul' lhe ~teel~ r.,Juced ",ith increasing carbon content. 
The pre~ence ol'Manganeo.e (Mn) in the chemical composition also affected the 
lower yield ~tress and tensile strengths. cspecially whcn coupled with higher 
cuncenlration~ orCarbOll. The low<;)T yield stress was found to gcnerally increasc 
with a ri,;e in Manganese contcnt over the quasi-static and high strain rates, Ibc 
temile ~trenglh wa~ fuund to increa,;e at qua~i-static ,;train rate~ hut at higher 
str<lin r"te~, the effecl wa~ rever,;.,J and increa,;ing the Mangane,;e content catL~ed 
"slight decre<l~e in the ten~ile ,;lrenglh. 
The work presented by ltabashi and K"w<lw [14J sUp]Xlns ,\,hat is accepted as fact 
in material ~cience concerning steels. 'Ibis is because the carbon atoms present a~ a 
solid solution in the crystal bttice of iron proviJe ubsloc les tu disloc"tiun 
movemenb during deformations. Therefore as the carbon content increases. more 
obstacles arc provided to dislocation movements. hence strengthening the steeL The 
pre~ence uflhese inter~tilial carbon atoms also gives rise to yielding phenomena 
slLch as dynamic strain agcing. This occurs v"hen interstiti<ll carbon atoms Jilluse 
loward~ dhlocalion~ that are temporarily pinned, thlLS increasing the Slre>;S required 
to move these Ji sloc"tions, This m<mifest~ itself mocruscupically <IS a serrateJ stress 
- ';lrain CUrve. It aho gives rise to strain hardening. lowers the ductility of the 
materi<ll anJ negative strain r<lte ~en~itjvjty i,; di ,;played. Zeghib "nd Klepachu [15J 
15 
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report that this phenomenon ocnm; rur mild steel approximately between 77°C and 
327°C. 
Generally all phenumena that affect the microstructure of the mJterial. such a> culd 
wurk ing ur heal treating, contribute to the overall propertie> that the materi<il \'v"ill 
display. The following section presents the maCfO>cupic uhservatiuns ur 
experiments carried uut un variuus type> ur '>leel. 
2.2.2. Experimental Results 
Various experiments have been performed un steel over the years to glean their 
material properties. Manjoine [161 calTied out extensive \'v"ork on determining the 
effect of ,train rate and temperature on the yield stress of mild steel. lIe tested a 
cOimnereiaJ low-carbon open-hearth steel at temperature> ranging frum room 
temperature to 600°C. ·ll-.e strain nite,> empluyed in carrying uut tl-.e tensile tests 
ranged I'rml1 I (r"s-l to 10\-1. Hgures 2.2.2.1 2.2.2.4 show the results of his tests. 
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Figure 2.2.2.1 - Variation of Yield Stress for Mild Steel with Strain Rate at 25 ' C [16] 
Al room temperature, the yield s resses increased as the applied strain rate 
increased. Ho\\o"Cver, at the higher strains, the effect of dynamic strain ageing 'was 
noticed. 111is is exhibited in the regions wh~r~ the ",corded stres",," decreas~d ,,;Ih 
an increase in strain rate as seen in th~ ~urves (kpkting the stres~~~ lit 8% lind 12% 
strain" over the rcgion of lower strain rates. 
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Figure 2.2,2.2 - Variation of Yield Stress for Mild Steel with Strain Rate at 200·C [16] 
At lOlfe, the yield point increased with an increase in the applied stmin raw. 
IIowever, at this t~mperature. the effect of dynamic strain ageing was significant 
,md nOlic~d lor all sImms above !h~ yidd. Th~ llilimatJe ten,iie stress 3ml ,tresse, 
reeonleu al 8% anu 12% s!mins sh(lw~u C(lnsid~rable r~gion' of negative strain rate 
sensitivit),. 
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Figure 2.2.2.3 - Vanation of Y"leld SIres$ for M·1d Steel with Strain Rate at 400"C [16] 
The .,n;,ct u rd}nutn;e ~Imin ageing was kss pIOllOunced ut -+OifC than at lOODC. 
The slre s~~.<; r~cord.,d at ~tmins below 4% incrtased with strain mte over the entiTe 
rang~. Allh~ high~r .<;train~ (8%, 12% and ultimate) and lower SlTain r!I\es. the 
material is kept aT temperanlI"C olier a longer perioo of li me. Tlti~ ~Il()"·s the dlecl, 
ofd}n3mie !ntalll age ing to be o\'crcon.c by o~·er·ageing which \\"~akcns tbe 
material. Thus the ~1m;ses incrc-m.c: \lith ~t"llll r .. l~ up 10 uPf"'..''''mllld) Is'], Allhis 
point, the test<; oceur oYcr a shorter time dlll"9lion minimising the po~ibilily of 
over-ageing, thus n~g~liv., ~lr~in ral~ .<;.t:n~itiVIl) is one., again ~xhihllt:d. 
19 















Figure 2.2.2.4 - Variation of Yiekl Stress for Miki Steel with Strain Rate at 6OO'C [16] 
A\ 1i()0°C, (he strain rate effect is dominant. TIle stresses recorded at all the strains 
increase with applied strain rate over the entire range of strain rates investigated. 
Similar trends have heen ohserved hy Steichen [171 On AISI .,04 S(ainles~ S\eel He 
carried om tensile t~sts ranging fr<Jm 3 x 1 0-< 5-1 10 1 x 1 0' 5-' at temperaillre~ 
belween 310°C (oOO"F) and 87FC (l600°F). The yield stress of AISIJ04 Stainless 
Steel was found to increa~ ",,11h slnlin nlte over all the temperatures l11vestiga(oo as 
shown in figure 2.2.2.5 The ultimate stress was prone to dynamic strain ageing at 
the lower strain rates for tempenlture~ ranging from ., 16°C (6()()OF) to 538"(' 
(1000"1'). Thi~ is depkteJ in li~'Ure 2.2.2.0. 
20 
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Figure 2 ;2.;2.5 - Temperature Effea on tfle Yield Stress of AISI 304 117) 
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Figure 2 2 26 - Temperature Effect on the Ultimate Stret;l; of AISI 304 /17] 
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Davio:> and Mag:~o: [18] investigated the effect of strain rate on a number of 
~ngin~o:ring: mato:rials. mo>tly comprised of ~lee1s> to aid in evalualing and 
improving the cra~hwor1hine<;s of vehicle cha~si~. Ten~i1e test~ were carried out 
over <;train rates from I x 10-' S -I to 1 x 10' S -I . They report~d tho: yidd stress to ho: 
more ~n~itiveJy dependent on the stmin mte than the flo"v stress~s at higher strains. 
{jenerally for the steels, they nottxi tho: yidd >tro:ss~s and ultimat~ knsile stro:nboths 
incro:ased with strolin rak. Howo:"o:r. the str"in rolte was found 10 havo: httle eJIecl on 
the tensile dongation> of !h~ m;llmials. Figure 2.2.2.7 depicts the strain rale effect 
on lh~ ullimak tensile strengths of hot rolled steels with carbon content~ varying 
ii"om 0.1 wt% to O.~2 wt%. For the hot rolled ~teeJs, the ultimate tensile ~trength 
increased with an illCrease in both carbon content and applied strain rate . 
• 140rl -------------JI 
, HOT ROLLED STEELS ::::"j:::-' 1900 or .,.- . 0-
.. !20r O.BO!C .:. _::--::r :-~1800 1 k- 07C"; - -
~l.~as.. .... -~:::::::r--r ... 700 
S.41.$a- J go ~ _o_~ ~OO . :~~~::::_==c' "_"'j'- • ~ 801- oM. tl. I -~ 500~ . " "..-
~ 6O"'L _t.-- ~400 
~ I 
~ 4 J SCO ! } ,~200 
.001 ,01 .1 1.0 10 100. :000. 
Figure 2.2.2.7 - Strain Rate Effect on the Ultimate Tensile Strengths of Hot Rolled 
Steels [18] 
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Figure 2.2.2.8 - Strain Rate Effect on the Properties of YST 50 and YST 80 [18] 
Figlm~ 2.2.2.8, also extmeled from reference 1181. shows the effect of the applied 
~train rute on lViO high strength low alloy steds (YST 50 aoo YST 80). Theyidd 
and ultimate tensile strcn~,'ths for both materials increase as 8train rate increases. A 
similar trend is noticed in figure 2.2.2.9 where the yield ~trengths oflwo types of 
8tainle% 8leel (AIS1302 and AISt 310) are ShO\,lllO increase v.ith applied strain 
rate. TIle ultimate tensile 8trength oflhe ATST 302 Stainless Steel remains invariant 
with the applied strain rate though that of the AISI 310 Stainless Steel incre,~~es 
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Figure 2,2.2,9 - Strain Rate Effect 00 the Properties of AISI 302 and AISI 310 [18) 
Such tcst data has also proved insightful in nuclear plant de~ign. Albertini and 
Montagnani [I <:; J carried out high temperature tests on three different austenitic 
stainless steels (A1Sl 304L, AISI 316L and AISI 321) with strain rates between 
3><10-' 5-1 and 5 x 10' S-I . 'Ibc work was done to aid in the study oI'loailing 
conditions experienced in thc event of cxplosive accidcnts in fast breeder 
containment structures. Tcnsile tcsts were carricd out at 200C, 4()(l'C, 550"C, 
7500C and 9500C. Figures 2.2.2.10 - 2.2.2.12 show the strain rate cffect on the 
ultimate tensile stress ofthe three matcrials at different tempcrature~. The data 
p<,lln\;; u8ed to plotllg:ure8 2,2.2,10 - 2,2.2.12 were extracted Irom the engineering 
stress - strain curves prescnted in reference 1 191. '111e effect of the ~train rate on the 
yield p<lints Was not con8idered as the }ield points were not clearly discernihle from 
these cngineering strcss - strain curve~. 
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Figure 2.2.2.12 - Strain Rate Effect Oil the Ultimate Tensile Stress of AISI 321 
For all three materials. at room temperature the flow stres:;cs were found to increase 
with increasing strain rate. At 550c C and 750"C for AlSl316L and 40()"C for AISI 
321, region' of negative strain rate , en,itivity were exhibited. where thc ultimate 
lew; ile stre"es denea.led wilh increa.ling Ilrain rale. From figure, 2.2.2. J 0 -
2.2.2.12. it is evidcm that the te.lt lemperature hal a larger impacI On the llltimate 
tcn:;iic strcs:;es than the applied ,train rates fur the three materials. It should bc 
nuted that all,tenitic .llee1s general! y have good properlie, al elevated temperature,;, 
thus they are ab le tu mainwin their 'Irength when expu,ed tu high temperatures 
Over longer durations. 
Masui et: al L 20 J pre.lcmcd an cmpiricalldmiomhip for thc variation of the yield 
,I.",,, 01' ,I.eel hased on the re,nlls 01" high lemperalnTe lemile le,ls carried OUI 0]1 a 
5 ton In:;tron Tester. Equatiuns 2.2.2.1 a - 2.2.2.1 c present their temperature model. 
26 
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(Equation 2.2.2.1 a) 
(j 
---L = 1- 0.00178(T - 200) (Equation 2.2.2.1 b) 
(jo 
(j 
-y = 0.133 - 0.000388(T - 700) (Equation 2.2.2.1 c) 
(jo 
Where (j y is the yield stress at the given temperature whereas (j 0 refers to the 
uniaxial yield stress at room temperature. 
Masui et al [20] also reported the Young's Modulus (E) for steel as a function of 
temperature: 
E = (210 X 109 - 58.34 x 1Q6T}pa 
For TS600°C 
E = (3.1 x lOS (T -llOOY + 97 x 109 )pa 
For 600°C < T S 11 OO°C 
(Equation 2.2.2.2a) 
(Equation 2.2.2.2.b) 
Figure 2.2.2.13 depicts a plot of the temperature model for steel proposed by Masui 
et al [20]. 
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Figure 2.2.2.13 - Temperature Model for Steel by Masui et al [20] 
More recent work investigating the temperature and strain rate effects on steel have 
been carried out by Gilat and Wu [21]. Their work investigated the effects of 
dynamic strain ageing on 1020 steel and they endeavoured to formulate a 
constitutive equation that would adequately model this behaviour. They carried out 
torsion tests on thin walled tubes of hot-rolled 1020 steel at temperatures of 25°C, 
200°C, 400°C and 600°C, and strain rates of 5 x 10-4 S-l, 2s- l , and 1000s- l . Figures 
2.2.2.14 - 2.2.2.20 extracted from reference [21] depict the results they obtained. 
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Figure 2.2.2.14 - Variation of shear stress with temperature (strain rate: 5 x 10""S·1) [21] 
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Figure 2.2.2.15 - Variation of shear stress with temperature (strain rate: 2s·1) [21] 
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Figure 2.2.2.17 - Variation of shear stress with strain rate (temperature: 25°C) [21] 
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Figure 2.2.2.19 - Variation of shear stress with strain rate (temperature: 400°C) [21] 
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Figure 2.2.2.20 - Variation of shear stress with strain rate (temperature: 600°C) [21] 
Note the curves presented with dashed lines in figures 2.2.2.14 - 2.2.2.20 are the 
results of predictions made with constitutive relations and theory presented in 
reference [21]. Figures 2.2.2.17 - 2.2.2.20 show the strain rate effect on 1020 steel 
and regions of negative strain rate sensitivity are observed at temperatures of 25°C, 
200°C and 400°C. However, at 600°C the shear stress was found to increase with 
applied strain rate over the entire range of strain rates. 
Figures 2.2.2.14 - 2.2.2.16 are summarised in figure 2.2.2.21 to show the regions of 
dynamic strain ageing where the shear stress increases with increasing temperature. 
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Figure 2.2.2.21 - Temperature Effect on the Shear Stress of 1020 Steel 
Par tew; carried oul at 5 x 10-< 5-1 . al :;hown in figure 2.2.2.21, the >tress increases 
from 2YC to 200'C. At ,I :;train rate of b- ' . dynamic Itrain ageing OC<'1.lrS at higher 
temperamre, (between 200"C ,lnd 4000C). Conver~ely. at a ~lrain Elte of 1000,-' tlle 
effects of d yn"mic ,;train ageing are ~mall, wilh lhe .,hear "lres~ decreasing Wilh 
increasing lemperalure over the range oftemperalures inve'ligmed by Gilat and Wu 
[2 J J. 
These re;ults :;how th;(. tempermure and >train rate lignificantly "ffect the materi"l 
re~pon,e_ MoreoveL these result, demonstrate that there <CXlst different 
combination> of lemperature ,l!Id >train rme ",here lhe elTea, or dynamic ~tnin 
ageing arc .Iignificant, thu, prm ing pla,tic defonnation to be a complex proce'.I. 
Gilal and Wu 1211 nOled Ihe difficulty involved in modelling .Iuch plastic 
dcfomlation over a wide range of temperature:; and :;train rates through constitutive 
relation:;_ They al~o nOled lhal mmenal characteristic, were heUer repre,enled when 
dam from a wide range of loading conditions was av"ilable. However. as the range 
33 
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of loading conditions increased, so too did the difficulty in developing constitutive 
relations that could model the results of these loading conditions. The next section 
presents a brief overview of some of the constitutive relations used in numerical 
modelling. 
2.3. Constitutive Models 
Based on the need to come up with computationally effective ways of simulating 
structural behaviour of various components without the need of expensive experimental 
tests has prompted the development of constitutive material models. These constitutive 
models can then be applied to finite element codes to simulate the behaviour of 
components when subjected to different loading conditions at different temperatures. 
Some of the more prominent and wide spread models are discussed here. 
2.3.1. Cowper - Symonds Constitutive Equation 
The Cowper - Symonds constitutive equation [22] accounts for the effect of strain 
rate on material properties. 
O'~ -1 (&); -- +-
0'0 D 
(Equation 2.3.1.1) 
Where: O'~ is the dynamic flow stress at a uniaxial plastic strain rate & 
0'0 is the associated static flow stress 
D and q are constants for a particular material 
Values for the constants for different materials [23] are presented in table 2.3.1.1. 
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Table 2.3.1.1 - Material Constants for the Cowper - Symonds Equation 
Material D (S·l) q 
Mild Steel 40.4 5 
Aluminium Alloy 6500 4 
Aluminium 6061-T6 1288000 4 
a-Titanium (Ti 50A) 120 9 
Stainless Steel 304 100 10 
Alternative material constants for mild steel have been proposed in literature with 
Abramowicz and Jones [24] defining D = 802s·1 and q = 3.585 and Marais et al [25] 
defining D = 844s·1 and q = 2.207. Figure 2.3.1.1 extracted from reference [26] 
shows the Cowper - Symonds equation plotted against a compilation of mild steel 
test results carried out over a span of 30 years. The constants used to plot the curve 
were D = 40.4s·1 and q = 5. 
4 
3 
!midi. Pardue and 
;\I" ..... (I~) 
Figure 2.3.1.1 - Cowper - Symonds equation plotted with experimental results [26] 
The Cowper - Symonds equation does not account for the effect of temperature 
changes which occur at high strain rates due to adiabatic heating. However, this 
equation has been used in conjunction with the temperature model for steel 
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proposed by Masui et al [20] to form an effective constitutive model that accounts 
for both temperature and strain rate effects on the material properties [27-28]. The 
model was used in numerical simulations to successfully predict the deformation 
and tearing of quadrangular stiffened plates of mild steel subjected to blast loading. 
The form of this model is given in equation 2.3.1.2: 
U(&'T)=UO[l+(~); ]f(T) 
f(T) = 1 
f(T) = [1- 0.00178(T - 200)] 
f(T) = [0.133 - 0.000388(T -700)] 
T~200°C 
200°C < T ~ 700°C 
700°C < T ~ 1000°C 
(Equation 2.3.1.2) 
Where O"(e, T) is the flow stress as a function of strain rate and temperature and 
f(T) is the temperature model proposed by Masui et al [20]. 
2.3.2. Bodner - Partom Model 
Bodner and Partom [29] formulated a set of constitutive equations to represent 
elastic-viscoplastic strain-hardening material behaviour for large deformations and 
arbitrary loading histories. An important feature of their formulation is that the total 
deformation rate is considered to be separable into elastic and inelastic components 
which are functions of state variables at all stages of loading and unloading. 
Therefore, the formulation is independent of any yield criteria or loading and 
unloading conditions. The deformation rate components are determinable from the 
current state which allows an incremental formulation of problems. Strain 
hardening is considered in the equations by introducing plastic work as the 
representative state variable. It should be noted that the formulation assumes 
isotropy and isothermal conditions even though strain hardening induces 
anisotropy. 
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The general formulation is based upon separation of the total deformation rate d if 
into elastic (reversible) and plastic (irreversible) components at all stages of 
deformation: 
(Equation 2.3.2.l) 
Where d if is the symmetric part of the velocity gradient: 
(Equation 2.3.2.2) 
The elastic deformation rate, d;, can be related to the stress rate through a strain 
energy function. Liang and Khan [30] reported this relationship as a generalised 
form of Hooke' sLaw: 
i l · yiJck8 .. de =.2.. _ y 
ij G 2G(3y + 2G) 
Where: iij is the stress rate tensor 
8 ij is the Kronecker delta 
y is an elastic Lame constant 
G is the elastic shear modulus 
(Equation 2.3.2.3) 
The plastic deformation rate, d:, is assumed to be related to the stress though the 
flow rule of classical plasticity. The flow rule is expressed as: 
diP = dP. = AO'ij y _y -I (Equation 2.3.2.4) 
il., I University of Cape Town - Department of Mechanical Engineering 
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Where: 4: is the plastic deformation rate deviator (the bar symbol indicates the 
deviator) 
U ij is the stress deviator 
A. is a proportional factor 
Squaring equation 2.3.2.4 gives: 
(Equation 2.3 .2.5) 
Where: Df is the second invariant of the plastic deformation rate deviator 
J 2 is the second invariant of the stress deviator 
1 
J 2 =-(7··(7jl 2-Y -




Bodner and Partom [29] suggest that equation 2.3.2.8 can be expressed as: 
(Equation 2.3.2.9) 
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Where: Dg is a material constant influencing the strain rate sensitivity; Liang and 
Khan [30] report Do as the limiting or maximum strain rate 
n is a material constant governing the strain rate sensitivity 
Z is a loading history dependent internal variable 
The internal variable, Z, in equation 2.3.2.9 is assumed to be a function of the 
plastic work (Wp) and is expressed as: 
(-mw) Z = ZI + (Zo - ZI) exp Zo p (Equation 2.3.2.10) 
Where Zo and ZI are initial and saturation values of Z, and m is another material 
constant. 
Bodner and Partom [29] stated that the preferred functional form for equation 
2.3.2.8 for a particular material would be essentially empirically based and any 
monotonically increasing function of Df with J 2 was allowable. 
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2.3.3. Johnson - Cook Constitutive Model 
Johnson and Cook [31] developed and presented in 1983, a constitutive model for 
the flow stress, 0, of a material. The model was primarily intended for 
computational purposes. It was developed from a series of experiments ranging 
from torsion tests over a wide range of strain rates to dynamic Hopkinson bar 
tensile tests over a range of temperatures. Static tensile test data also contributed to 
the development of the model. The final equation took the form: 
Where: u is the von Mises flow stress; 
8 is the equivalent plastic strain; 
(Equation 2.3.3.1) 
8· = ~ = dimensionless plastic strain rate for 80 = 1.0s-1 ; 
8 0 
• . th h d . . b • T - TROOM T IS e omologous temperature an IS given y T = --~==----
T MELT - T ROOM 
The material constants are represented by A, B, n, C and m where: 
A is the yield stress; 
B and n represent the effects of strain hardening; 
C is the strain rate constant and; 
m is the thermal softening fraction. 
Equation 2.3.3.1 is set up such that the first set of brackets gives the stress as a 
function of strain while the second and third sets of brackets represent the effects of 
strain rate and temperature respectively. It should be noted that to use the model 
effectively for any given material, the material constants need to be determined 
experimentally or obtained from literature. Some of the material constants are 
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presented in table 2.3.3.1. The constants were extracted from reference [31] with 
the exception of mild steel where the constants were assembled from references 
[32-33]. 
Table 2.3.3.1 - Material Constants for the Johnson - Cook Constitutive Model 
Constitutive Constants 
Material 
A (MPa) B(MPa) n C m 
OFHCCopper 90 292 0.31 0.025 1.09 
Cartridge Brass 112 505 0.42 0.009 1.68 
Nickel 200 163 648 0.33 0.006 1.44 
Armco Iron 175 380 0.32 0.060 0.55 
Carpenter Electrical Iron 290 339 0.40 0.055 0.55 
1006 Steel 350 275 0.36 0.022 1.00 
2024-T351 Aluminium 265 426 0.34 0.015 1.00 
7039 Aluminium 337 343 0.41 O.OIQ 1.00 
4340 Steel 792 510 0.26 0.014 1.03 
S-7 Tool Steel 1539 477 0.18 0.012 1.00 
Tungsten Alloy (O.07Ni, 0.03Fe) 1506 177 0.12 0.016 1.00 
DU -0.75Ti 1079 1120 0.25 0.007 1.00 
Mild Steel 250 275 0.36 0.079 0.55 
Liang and Khan [30] noted that one of the characteristics of the Johnson - Cook 
equation is that for two different strain rates (where 82 > 8.), when the strain 
increases, the magnitude of the change in flow stress always increases 
(~0"2 > ~0"1). This is depicted in figure 2.3.3.1: 


















~~ ______ ----~l~~_~: 
True Strain 
Figure 2.3.3.1 - Hardening Characteristic of the Johnson - Cook Equation 
Thus it is appropriate for modelling the hardening behaviour of metals such as 
OFHC (oxygen free high conductivity) copper and nickel where the general trend is 
an increase in the change in flow stress (/l0' ) with increasing strain rates. However, 
it is inappropriate for modelling metals such as tantalum whereby the hardening 
decreases (/l0' 2 < /lUI) with an increase in strain rate. 
2.3.4. Zerilli - Armstrong Constitutive Models 
Zerilli and Armstrong [34] noted that the crystal structure of a material (i.e. body 
centred cubic - BCC or face centred cubic - FCC) determined the type of 
constitutive behaviour the material would experience based on the dislocation 
characteristics for that particular structure. Thus, they proposed two constitutive 
models, one for BCC materials and the other for FCC materials. 
The BCC material constitutive equation is given by: 
B -fJT K /I 0' =co + oe + & (Equation 2.3.4.1) 
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The Fee material constitutive equation is given by: 
Where P = Po - P. In t and Co = (J' G + k1-112 
For these constitutive relations, 
(J' is the equivalent von Mises stress 
E is the equivalent strain 
t is the strain rate 
T is the absolute temperature 
I is the average grain diameter 
(Equation 2.3.4.2) 
(J' G is the athermal stress attributed to the initial dislocation density and the effect of 
solutes in the microstructure 
The parameters Bo,BpPo,ppK,k,n and CTG are considered to be constant for a 
given material. 
The Zerilli - Armstrong model for Bee metals presumes that the work hardening 
rate is independent of the temperature and strain rate [30]. However, this is not the 
case for most metals as the work hardening rate does depend to some extent on the 
temperature and strain rate. Thus the Zerilli - Armstrong model for Bee materials 
is not appropriate for modelling the work hardening behaviour of materials such as 
mild steel which have strong temperature and strain rate dependencies. 
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2.4. Concluding Remarks 
The background information presented in this chapter highlights several important 
aspects of material behaviour when subjected to different loading conditions. Results 
are presented on various experiments that have been carried out and empirical and 
constitutive models developed are discussed. The complexities in developing such 
constitutive material models are also highlighted. Furthermore, the importance of the 
knowledge of relationships between the microstructure and chemical composition and 
material behaviour is acknowledged. Simplified empirical models vastly aid in 
numerical modelling of tests where physical experiments are not feasible. And with the 
need of quantifying the material response of mild steel at elevated temperatures and 
differing strain rates, it is necessary to carry out physical experiments. 
The following chapters describe the processes used to measure the material response of 
mild steel at elevated temperatures and different strain rates in the quasi-static range. 
This is done with the aim of developing an empirical relationship of the yield stress of 
mild steel with temperature. 
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3, PROCEDURE AND DEVELOPMENT 
The ohjeetive of Illis project was to determine the variation of the material properties of 
mild ,tccl, with ;pecific regard to its yield .Itrcss, when exposed to differing temperature, 
and .Itrain rates. To a<:hieve that end, high temperature tensile tesl'; were calTied out at 
different straill rale, using the ESH 1 ()()k. "I L lliversal T e,ter pktured in figure 3.1. The 
tester is located in the Centre for Materials Engilleering at UCT. 
ESH l00kN Unlve,sal Tesle, ,s a 
I ~!i:~;~~:;:':'~ macr.ine and has 03 1 furnace capao1e oft up to 1000'e . ne maChTIe 
operated via tne controi setup 
of the computer, analogue 
I 
Figure 3 1 - ESH 1 OOkN Universal Tester 
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Dog bone spe.:;imc.,,, of mild 'l~d were u,ed and te,ted at temperature, ranging from 
room temperature to a maximum of 6OU"C, The spc:cimem had a gauge length of 60mm 
and rigure 3,2 depict, a 'pecime.!l and it:; dimemiom, 
~ 
ce" ~; 







\¢11 TH R~ \ 
~. / " 
¢II THRU 
Al d<nen."" I nn 
Figure 3.2 - Duy Bone Specimen Dime"si{~lS 
Thc ,pccific chemical composition of the specimens i> pre>ented in tahlc 3.1. Thi, ,how, 
that the specimen> arc a low ,'arhon COlllClll mild steel. The analy,i.ll'epol1 for the 
,'hemical compo,ition of the specimen:; is presented in Appendix A3 
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Table 3.1 - Chemi<;al Composition of Mild Steel Tensile Specimens 
Chemical Carbon(C) ~angane'e (Mn) Silicon (Si) Phosphorous (P) Sulphur (S) %- 0,06 - 0.07 0.14 - 0,15 , <0,05 . . 0.005 - 0.006 0.002 
[.'<OIe: The balance of the ~ompo,ition is made up of Iron (Fe)] 
Specific details pertaining w the adaptation of the ESH lOOkN Universal Tester to carry 
out high temperature tensile: tests may be found in Appendix AI, It ,hwM he n<Jted that 
Appendix Ali, wrilten as an informal manual to use the ESII machine tv carry WI high 
temperature tensde tests. This is done to present a melhudology ror carrying out such 
test'. Furthen1lore. no speeific manuals were present ror the ma~hine i th respect to high 
temperature temile testing: therefore Appendix AJ SerVeS as a detailed souree of 
mlormation on the partieulars vfhow IOC high temperature tensile tests were carried out. 
A brief overview vf Ihe experimental procedure is presented next. 
3.1. Experimental Procedure 
Due to the versatility oflhe tests possihle wlih Ihe ESH IOOk.'< Tester, it had to be 
specifically adapted to earry out the high temperature tensile tests required for this 
project. This involved the u>l: of special grips designed expre"ly fur use within the 
I'umaee as well as programming the ESH mat'hinc to carry outtensi1e tes ts at specified 
rate' ba'ed On the "doeity of the hydraulic actuatvr. Delails perlaimng 10 the grips used 
and the programming of the ESH machine ean Ix: found in Appendix AI. 
Four different prvgram' were uSed to carry out tensile test, at different sirain rate' 
hased on regulating the velocity of the hydraulie actuator, The velocities selected were 
O.025mm"'. O.2mmsl. lmms'] and IOmnlS'] as they provided a sulTidenl range or 
strain rates within the qua.,i-slali<: region. However. tests attempted at 1OImus'] were 
, 
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inconclusive as the lest data was not being captured accurately at that velocity, 
Therefore an upper limit of Ihe hydraulk aduator velocilies, where the test data ,'ould 
bc captured with rea~onab le repeal,ability and ae<:uracy. needed lo be determined. TIlis 
velo<.:ity wa'i found 1.0 be limms I and was I,hen u;;ed in place of the j()mm~ 1 te~l~ 
Te~t,; wcrc carried OUl at six diffcrcnt tcmperature8 (room temperaturc, lOO"C, 2ooT. 
300"C. 450"(: aod 6OOC) at the followiog ,lrain rates ' 
4 , 17 X 10 ' " L con'csponding 10 a hydraulic actuator velocity of O.025mms" 
3.33 x 10 ,. " corresponding to a hydraulic aclualor velocity of 0 ,lmms I 
Lli7x \0 ' s corresponding to a hydraulic actuator velocity of Imms· l 
I x 10'" s-' corresponding to a hydraulic aclual.Or velocily of 6mms·1 
3.1.1. Executing the Tensile Tests 
Firstly, the appropriate program wa~ ~elCClcd to CatTY out Ihc tensile test depcnding 
on whm Ihe requircd sU'ain rmc was, Thc ~pccimen "as then mounted onto thc high 
temperalUrc grip~ with a K-Typc thermocouple attached 1.0 its midpoint. 
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Figure 3,1.1.1 - Mounted Tensile Specimen with attached Thermocouple 
After the ,;pecil11~n had he~rl ahgncd vertically with the axis of the grips and pre-
ten,iorleu ,;lightly, the furnace wa, enclosed over it. Then the fllrnace wa,; in';lllateu 
to pre"ertt any heat damage to the load cell and CO<)ljrlg water wa.~ ,;uppli~dto 
cO\.ling coils allachcd to the high temperature grip" 
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-----~-~-~ 
Top eoo dLmacf> in.uated 
witt1 FibRo Fa>< material. 
(Fibre F8~ " 8 materilll 
I'Ormaily used in kiins lor 
insulation jlUI"J)OSe'S) 
'-_ "'~.~ the K-type 
Thermoooupje 
Figure 3.1.1.2 - Specimen Enclosed irt the Furnace 
Thereafter, the furnace temperatUl'e was :.et and heated up while the temperature of 
tlte specimen was monitored via the K-type thermocouple and the Eurotherm!l 2408 
controller. Figure 3.1.1.3 depicL' the furnace lemperalure set at3()(FC. The 
sl""cimen tempcrarure, as measured by the K-type thermocouple, is at 156"C and 
rising to the :;et temperature of 301YC. 
Once the ,pt'cimen reached the required tempcrarure, that I:; the measured 
temperalure via the K-type thermocouple coincided with the :;et [umaee 
temperature. the te:;t wa' carried nul.. Rnom temperature tests were carried nut in a 
similar manner, excCJlt without u:;ing the furnace. 
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Ta'TlpaflltU"" IIl 'C_ured 
by the K-type tl\ermoeouple 
TomP<lratur~ in ' C 10 
which me furnace os set. 
Contrd knobs leo- the heabtlg ZOI'I&S in 
the furnace For the purp05eS of the 
r.gh Iemper!Otuf. tensole tests . a~ zone5 
were set to heat up at a rMxlmum fale 
J 
• 
Figure 3.1.1.3 - Fumace Temperature Control (Eurotherm" 2408 Controller) 
TIle force measured by the load cell and the stroke of the hydraulic acmmor, which 
corresponds to the extension of the specimen, was logged in a result file for eaeh 
test. This fil e was then imported into a spreadsheet program for the te~t resLllt, to be 
processed. TIlis is discLLlsed in more detail in chapter 4 . Additional information 
about the results fil e and explicit detail s pertaining to the testing procedure may he 
found in Appendix AI . The following section indkmes the tensile te>t:; done for 
this proj e<.-t . 
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3.2. Tests Carried Out 
A total or-71 et"feClive te~t, were can-ied out and table 3,2.1 indil:ates the distribution of 
[h~ Wi;[ ~pedmens, The ,pecimen name, con,ist of randum leiter-number combination, 
and no ,pecific nomenclature wa.~ applied. 111 e,'ery ill,lall\:e a specimen name is ll.Icd in 
this report. thc test eonditiom (i,e. thc temperature and ,train rale al whKh the specimen 
was tested) are also >l1pplied for darity, The result, of these tests ar~ presented in 
\:hapler 4. and Ihe individual tesl results are pro,ided in Appendix A2, 
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NAl, NA2. NA3 
BlNEW, B2, S2 
CI, C2, S3 
Tl'mpn:;tun, r'C) Straiu Rate (Is) 
---1----'=-==-=---' 
01,S4. Tl 
VI. U2, U3 
(19 Specimens) 
Fl. F2. MNI 
NBI, NB2, NB3 
GI. GINEW, G2, MN2 
HI, H2, MN3 
VI. V2, V3 
WI. W2, W3 
(19 Specimens) 
KI. K2.XZl 
NCI. NC2, NC3 
LI.LlNEW,L2.FN2 
MI. M2, FN3 
Xl. X2. X3 
YI. Y2, Y3 
(15 Specimens) 
SA2, SA6 
SB2, XE2, fD3 
SCI, SC2, SC3 
SD2, XB2 





























4.17 x 10"" 
4.l7xlO .... 
4. 17 x 10"" 
4.l7xI0 .... 
3.33 x 10-' 
3.33 x 10-' 
3.33 x 10-' 
3.33 x 10-' 
3.33 x 10-' 
3.33 x 1O-J 
1.67 x 10-' 
1.67 x1O --1 
1.67x1O -1 
1.67 X 10-1 
1.67 X 10-1 





1 x 1O-J 
1 x 10-1 
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3.3. Analysis of the Microstructure 
From the ten,ile _,peeimen, te_,ted. ~4 were "eleded as sample' for examination under 
an optical microscope. This was done _,0 a, to ohserve the delonnalion where the 
_Ipccimcn failcd on a microscopic _ICaiC. Each _Iclccted _Ipccimen had been te,sted at a 
unique temperature and strain ratc combination. An additional sample Wa.1 _,elected 
Ii:om an unte,sted ,pecimen, giving a total oj 25 ;;ample,. Table 3.3.1 indicate:; the 
selected spec lInen_I. 
fable 3.3. I Ylicrostruclllrc Analysis Sample, 
Specimens Tc~t Tempcraturc~ and Strain Rate 
f- -----Untested NfA 
-
AI, NA1, BINEW, CI, 01 and 1I~ 25T to 6O:)"C rC_lpccti\'e1y: 4.l7xlo-·s 
, 
n, NIB, Gl, H2, \/2 and W2 25'C to 6OO"C respecti\'e1y: 3.33x10 '_I , 
-
K2, NC3, 1.2, M1. X2 and Yl ~5°C 10 6O:)'C re,spedively; 1.67 x 10 ' s 
SA2, S132, SCI_ X132, SEi and SF) 
---------
25"Cto600Crc'pccti\'clv' !xlO l ~ I ! - - • ' . 
For eadl oj the te,sted ,pecimen,. one end wa, ,selected and cut a, indicated in figure 
3_3_1. The unte,led _Ipeeimen was Jirst Cut in halI then piece, were cut Ii:om the gauge 
_,eclion in a ,imilar manner to that of the tested specimens. 
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, 
Selected Pieces ....:::::: 
I 
Figure 3,3.1 - Selected Pieces for Microstructure Analysis 
The ,Ielecled pieces were then cold mounted in a peiymcr rcsin, Figure 3.3.2 depicts a 
sketch of the lOp view of the orientation or the ~ut pie~es as they \"ere mounlCd per 
\ample. This enahled the ,tudy of the microstructure (·rom two diffcrcnt planes, one 
through the middle of the gauge length and the other along the flat polt ion of the gauge 
length. 
Cut piec illy ing fiat 
Pol y m~r R,.in 
Figure 3.3.2 - Orientation of Mounted Pieces in a Typical Sample 
The samples were then ground using 500. ~OO and 1200 grit paper. ThereafIer. lhey 
were polished to 3,lm and lhen 1 ,lm using a ,lurry 0(· diamond paste on polishing pads, 
Once thi, wa, uccompli'hed. the specimens were etched in a 3% nital ,olulion (nitric 
acid dis,wh'ed in clhanol) for approximmely 25 second,. The 'pecimenl were thcn 
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viewed under an optical microI'cope and photographs were taken at 500 times 
magnification. Four photograph~ were laken for e""h ,ample from the te>ted specimen>. 
with the regions of interest depided in figure 3.3.3. Only two photograph> were 
required from the l1T\(es(ed ~pecin~n, one from the piece lying along it~ middle and the 




The green circles indicate the regiDns where the 
micrDllraphs were taken 
.. , 
---+--""::~~~~B"k E,d r= (RIGHT) 
Figure 3.3.3 - General Micrograph Regions 
The micrographs arc provided in Appendix A4. Observations from the micrographs arc 
presentcd in chapter 4. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This scetion outlincs thc rcsults obtained from thc tcnsilc tcsts ealTicd out. For each le.11 
canied out- a result fil e was n eated that logged the load measured by the load cell of the 
ESII machine and the culTe>pooding struke of the hydraulic actuator. Thc extcnsion of 
the ,pecimen wa, wken lo he Ihi, meawred ~truke vaille. 11le<;e result files were then 
imported into a .Ipread,heel program. in Ihi~ ca,e Micro>oft F.xcel0. and the graphs of the 
engineering SIre" ver.les the engineering slrain were plOlted ba.led un Ihe recurded luad 
and ,Iroke vailles. Eqllalions 4.1 and 4.2 were llsed lO achieve Ihk 
F 
(Eqllalion 4.1) 
Wherc 0", == engineering su'css: F == measured load; An == initial ero,;s-seclional area of 
Ihe gauge length of' the specimen. 
L-C E =' ,. 
, 4 (Equatiun 4.2) 
Where E._ = engineering ,train; L. = lcngth of the gallge section at any point in time aJi.er 
the load has been applied; 4. = uriginal gallge length of the specimen. 
The 0.2% offset yield was then obtained from thc engincering stress vs. engineering 
stTaingraphs. A lea,1 ~qu.are, fil wa, ll~ed 10 generale a line from the linear ela>ti\: punion 
of the engineering strcss - strain eurvc, Thereafter, this line was offset parallel to thc 
elastic region hy a ,Irain of 0.002 and interpolalion was u,ed 10 delemline where il 
crossed the original strcss - >U'ain CllIVe to obtain the yield puint, 
--------~ 
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An example LI shown in figure 4.1, which depicLI the rewlt> of a test <:an-jed out at room 
temperature and a strain rate of 4.17 x 10--- s -, . The detailed results of each mdividual test 




? I:;; !i 200 
• ,
'"" • " 
'"" 
A1 . Strns vs. Str~ i n Graph 
\ 
Engine8ring stri s. - itraln cu rve 
The I'jht Y"' line IS offset f,om the iine"r el.she portion of 
th i i ngine8ring strisi' itrain CUli'i by ~ it,; in 010.002 
The Cl.2% offset yield point i~ det~rmin e d by whi ri the liM 
crosses tne Qrigln.1 CUIi'€ 
SUilin 
Figure 4.1 - Obtaining the Yield Point 
The 0.2% offset method of determining the yield point was applied consistently for all 
the test result" TIlis was especially neces,ary for te,ts at elevated temperalure, where the 
<:hange from the eia,ti<; to pla'li<: region wa<; not ea,ily di'<:emible through a specific 
point. This is depicted in figure 4,2, where the engineering stress - strain curve of a le,l 
carried O\ll at a temperature of 450°C and a ,train rate of 3.33 x 10 _J .\' -I i, shown. The 
test results are presented in the section following figure 4.2, 
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Determination of Material Properties of Mild Steel at Different Temperatures and Strain Rates 
- Experimental Results -
4.1. Tables of Results 
Tables 4.1.1 - 4.1.4 present a summary of the results of the tests carried out at the four 
different strain rates. The yield stress, ultimate tensile stress and strain at failure are 
reported. The ultimate tensile stress refers to the maximum stress recorded on the 
engineering stress - strain curve. 
Table 4.1.1 - Test Results at a 8train Rate of 4.17 x 10-4 8 - 1 
Specimen Temperature Yield Stress Ultimate Tensile Strain at 
(OC) (MPa) Stress (MPa) Failure (%) 
Al 25 247.89 328.08 38.33 
A2 25 243.47 327.24 40.67 
81 25 261.16 336.09 36.33 
NAI 100 208.90 319.42 23.00 
NA2 100 204.16 306.32 20.83 
NA3 100 190.93 305.29 24.17 
BINEW 200 206.61 388.58 18.50 
B2 200 207.86 395.41 19.17 
82 200 208.73 401.69 17.83 
Cl 300 190.81 361.51 27.00 
C2 300 190.30 362.69 28.50 
83 300 183.10 334.41 25.67 
Dl 450 164.82 229.32 32.67 
84 450 159.29 216.96 29.67 
Tl 450 163.10 217.78 30.50 
Ul 600 93.90 103.90 32.00 
U2 600 76.80 94.28 35.33 
U3 600 90.06 99.65 34.33 
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Table 4.1.2 - Test Results at a Strain Rate of 3.33 x 10-3 S-I 
Specimen Temperature Yield Stress Ultimate Tensile Strain at 
(OC) (MPa) Stress (MPa) Failure (Ufo) 
FI 25 266.92 335.23 35.50 
F2 25 275.62 348.32 36.17 
MNI 25 260.12 323.63 36.33 
NBI 100 199.23 282.72 29.00 
NB2 100 214.19 299.13 30.67 
NB3 100 213.74 292.97 28.50 
Gl 200 213.90 375.49 18.17 
GINEW 200 200.99 388.51 17.83 
G2 200 213.19 385.35 19.33 
MN2 200 213.81 391.59 16.67 
HI 300 188.33 370.01 25.33 
H2 300 186.08 371.32 25.17 
MN3 300 195.19 371.58 24.17 
VI 450 172.59 246.05 32.83 
V2 450 170.96 249.97 33.50 
V3 450 168.97 246.42 32.33 
WI 600 102.62 123.09 33.00 
W2 600 101.38 123.59 34.67 
W3 600 96.35 121.75 33.17 
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Table 4.1.3 - Test Results at a Strain Rate of 1.67 x 10-2 S-l 
Specimen Temperature Yield Stress Ultimate Tensile Strain at 
(OC) (MPa) Stress (MPa) Failure (%) 
Kl 25 272.99 338.91 33.67 
K2 25 276.71 343.29 35.50 
XZl 25 279.11 319.54 34.67 
NCI 100 216.20 292.84 29.17 
NC2 100 208.04 293.53 32.50 
NC3 100 209.69 284.59 30.50 
Ll 200 210.72 348.65 16.83 
LINEW 200 205.46 361.14 18.67 
L2 200 210.94 348.09 16.33 
FN2 200 201.74 322.84 14.00 
Ml 300 186.97 379.23 22.50 
M2 300 189.90 384.91 25.83 
FN3 300 194.39 383.07 22.33 
Xl 450 174.36 272.75 31.33 
X2 450 173.55 278.17 31.67 
X3 450 174.16 270.53 33.00 
Yl 600 112.15 136.89 35.83 
Y2 600 115.87 142.94 36.67 
Y3 600 114.00 140.72 36.17 
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Table 4.1.4 - Test Results at a Strain Rate of 1 x 10-1 S-1 
Specimen Temperature Yield Stress Ultimate Tensile Strain at 
eC) (MPa) Stress (MPa) Failure (%) 
SA2 25 282.26 315.27 38.83 
SA6 25 283.62 324.47 38.50 
SB2 100 248.64 306.69 32.83 
XE2 100 227.63 300.71 32.17 
FD3 100 221.63 299.68 33.33 
SCI 200 216.66 314.45 21.33 
SC2 200 211.32 317.62 17.33 
SC3 200 206.00 333.54 21.50 
SD2 300 191.83 371.32 19.67 
XB2 300 202.97 367.80 22.83 
SEI 450 195.07 307.17 33.00 
XCI 450 192.11 296.77 32.67 
XC2 450 188.62 310.94 33.17 
SF3 600 144.85 175.00 39.67 
XD2 600 141.04 161.91 39.33 
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4.2. Graphs of Results 
Figures 4.2.1 - 4.2.4 depict the distribution of the yield stresses with respect to 
temperature at the four different strain rates. 
Figure 4.2.5, which is a combined plot of figures 4.2.1 - 4.2.4 on the same set of axes, 
displays the overall effect of temperature on the yield stress of mild steel over the range 
of strain rates utilised. 
The effect of strain rate on the yield stress is shown in figure 4.2.6. 
Figure 4.2.7 displays the strains recorded at failure for each test and the temperatures at 
which they occurred. 
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4.3. General Observations from the Test Results 
Brief oo_lervatiom. from the teo;t result:; are presentcd ncxt Funher anal y:;is of thc 
remits IS carried om in chapter~_ 
Thc meamred yield points all decreased with increasing tempeTillure_ The amount 
by which thc yield points decreased was found 10 he lowest hetween tcmpcralLlreS 
of lowe and 450"C. 
Increasing the _Ilrain ratc generally camed an inCl"ease in the recorded yield .,tre.,~: 
however the effect IVas not as substantial a, that oftempeTiltLlre over the range of 
strain rates employed_ FLlTlhcl'InOfe, the strain rate effect on lhe yield point Wa.1 
observed to be negligible at 200"C and 300°C 
The strain rate had no noticeable effect on the clongatioll.l experienced by the 
specimens and the lowe:;t failure strains genCl"ally occurred ilt 200°C A possible 
reason for thi:; observmion is the onset of dynamic ,train ageing at this tCmperalUre. 
from th~_ test resulll of mild steel at 200'C hy Manjoine 1161, it is cvident that 
dynamic strain ageing is ~ignificant at this temperature. Therefore. the 10_IS of 
ductility as a reStIlt of dynamic strain ilgeing can he amihutcd to the low ,trili",; at 
l'ailLlrc experienced at this temperature. Once the lemperature~ increao;ed beyond 
2()(r'C. the I-ailure strains increased in magnitudc_ 
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4.4. Observations from Micrographs 
All the micrograph:; are pres~ntcd in Appendix A4, Micrograph., taken from the mid tip 
r~giom, di"piaycd th~ highc,t magnitud~, of ddorrnalion on the granular level. 
Fractl.'fed 




Figure 4.4.1 - 'Mid Tip' and 'Mid Flat' Regions on the Microstructure Samples 
Thl' strain rate did not appear to impact upon the amount of deformation 
expcrknccd, however the tempcratuH' was ohserved to do so si!:nifieantly. 
Moreover, the trend in thl' failure ~train~ was reflected in the trend obscrved for 
the granular deformation. That is. th~ grain elongation in the direction of th~ applkd 
stl'~~S appeared to de~rea,e ii'om room t~rnperature 10 200'C. Thereafter, the amount of 
dei'onnation inneased with tempel'alUl'e. Thi" i~ highlighted in figures 4.4.2 - 4.4.5. 
Figure 4.4,2 is a miLTograph of an llI11e,tcd specim~n along the mid region showing the 
undeforrncd grain:;. 
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Figure 4.4.2 - Micrograph of an Untested Specimen along the Mid Region 
Figur~s 4.4.3 - 4.4.5 are micrographs takcn at thc mid tip regions or specimen:. which 
wCrC Icstcd at thc Same ,train rate ( 4. I 7 x 1 () ... , \). TIle amount of granular 
ddonnalion atl"ailurc IS leIS in the lpecimen telted at2(X)"C (figllTC 4.4.4) than itll in 
thc onc tested at room temperature (figure 4.4.3). This is consistent with the 
observations made with the failure slTaim where the elongation of the specimens at 
failure decrea-;ed from room temperal.l1re to lOWe. rcgardles:. of the Slmin rales 
employed (rigure 4.2.7). FllTthcnnorc, thc grain;; appearcd to hccomc ie:.s angular in 
form ,IS the temperalure incrca,ed. 
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Figure 4.4.3 - Micrograph cf Specimer: A1 (Tesled at 25 c C and 4.17 x 10'5-1) 
Figure 4.4,4 - Micrograi=f1 01 Specimer' BiNEW (Tesled al200cC and 4, 17 x 10 ' S ') 
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Figure 4.4.5 - Micrograph oj Specimen D1 (Tested at 450'C and 4.17 x lO""'s') 
Atlcmperature, beyond 200'C. the alllount of defOlmalion inL'l"eaSeS significantly. For 
temperatures of 450"C and 600°C the magnitude 01" granular ddormation was such that 
the grains appeared as elongated hand, m lhe direction oflhe applied slre>s (figure 
4.4.5). 
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5. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Chapter 4 presented Ihc rC.mlt, from thc lCnsilc le.'[' carried <jUl, This chapt~r att~mpt, [0 
draw meaningful information out of these results lhrough furthcr e>:.aminaliun. Mureuv~r. 
compari.,ons arc made with published resul\.1 and prediCled rcslllt, lhrough lhc use of 
con.'lilillive equations. 
The r~sults are summarj,'ed as a 3 - dimeml<)nal plot 01' thc yicld Slress of mild qed as a 
function of tempcrature and 'train rale in I'i gurc 5.1. Thc averagc value., of thc yield 
.,trc., ses at ~ach :;train rate and tempcrature combination were used as data points and 
plotted using -"fA T1.AB@ 
Every poinl on the surface pr~s~nted in figllre 5.1 eJTcc[ivcly de,crihc, the yield mess of 
mild ~tcel for a unique com binal ion 01' lempcraUlrc and strain rate within the following 
rang~ s : 
Tcmperalllr~: 
Strain Rate: 4. 17xlO ' s 1 s£slO 's -' 
~-------
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Determination of Material Propertiel; of Mild Steel at Different Temperatures and Strain Rates 
- Analysis of Experimental Results-
Between temperatures of 100°C and 4SO"C. the surface in figure 5.1 appears almost level 
indicating that the ~lrain rate effect is minimal in this temperature range. However. the 
strain rate effects are more pronounced at room temperature and at 6(X)°C where the yield 
,tres,es increase more ,ignificantly with applied strain rate than at the other temperatures. 
From ftgure 5. 1. it j, also evident that the temperature effect i~ more dominant that the 
,train rate effect on the yield stress over quasi-static strain ratc!;. Significant drop, in the 
yield ~tress occur between room temperature and 100°C as well as between 450"C and 
6O(j°C. The amount by which the yield stress decreases with increasing temperature is 
obscrvcd to be lowe,t b~tween lOO"C and 450"C. regw:dless of the applied strain rate. 
Thc following I~~l ion looks al ~Ol1lpari,ollS of the test results with the published result, 
ofManjoin~ [lIi] . 
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5.1. Comparison of Test Results with Published Results 
A comparison of the test rc;ul!:; with tho:;;; reported by Man.ioine [16J is pres.cntcd in 
this section and is used a:; a ,·erifio::ation of the obserntions pre:;ented thus far. The te:;t 
re.lulls were converted to the same :;"ale used by Manjoine r16] ~nd wperimpo:;ed o' er 
his results. Figures 5.1.1- 5.14 depicllh~s~ compari>(lw;. 
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Figure 5.1.1 - Comparison of Test Results at Room Temperature 
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Figure 5.1.3 - Comparison of Test Results at 400"C and 450"C 
Note that in figure 5.1.3. the results indicated with the red data point;; were of test;; 
carried out at a temperature of 450c C ,,·hereas the tests hy Manjoine r 16] were "arried 
OLl( a( 4000C. 
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, : )1 
Fi g u~e 5.1 .4 - Comparison oi Test Results at 6OO-C 
From figures 5.1.1 - 5.1.4. there is a good correlation with the results reported by 
Manjoine [16]. At all temperatures, the trends in the variation of the yield point stresses 
are similar in both cases. The minor variations in the values can be attributed to the 
different types of mild steel tested. It should be noted that the yield stresses reported by 
Manjoine LI6j at 40(PC are similar in value to those he reported at room temperature. 
This was not the case with the results obtained in this proje~1. However. despite the 
large difference in values observed in the comparison at 400"C and 450°C temperatures 
(figure 5.1.3). the trend<; of the yield point stresses increasing with strain rate are alike. 
n ,e next section compares the results obtained in thi, project with prediction, made 
with the temperature term of the John,on - Cook constitutive equation ]31J and with 
Ihe lemperaturc model for steel proposed by Masui ct al [20]. 
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5.2. Comparison of Results with Material Models 
The temperature tCITIl of the Johru;on - Cook equation [31] is given by equation 5.2. 1. 
- -
( 
T~T l" I <T, _ 1_ JWO.Il I 
T MElA -TROOM J 
(Eq",nion 5.2.1 ) 
\Vhcre 0", 1.' thc normah,cd flow >tress. m is the thermal softening fraction. T i, the 
tcmperarure (in Kelvin) at which the flow stre,s needs to be determined. T~oo." and 
T M&T arc the room temperature and melting temperature of the material respectively. 
The variation of the nonnalised yield >tre,s of steel with lcmjX"i"atu rc as proposed hy 
Maw i el al [20] for steel is given by equations 5.2.2a - S.2.lc. 
", -=1 T:UOWC (Equation 5.2.2a) 
"0 
6 .> =1 -0.00 17'6\1"-2(0 ) 200"C<T:'0700'C (Equation S.2.2b) 
"0 
" - ' = 0.133-0.000333(T-700j 700°C<T S:l000'C (Equal ion 5.2.2,) 
", 
To enable a comparison with these material models. the test results at each strain rate 
were normalised using the average yield stress at ambient temperature for that 
particular strain rate. Figure 5.2.1 presents the comparison. Three different values of m 
were used for the Johnson - Cook model in an attempt to encompass all the test data 
points. The values ~elec(ed were 0.55, 0.70 and 0.85 re,pectively. 
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Figure 5.2.1 - Comparison oj Test Results with Material Models 
From figure 5.2.1, lhe prcdiction given by the temperature term ofthc lohnson - Cook 
equation L31J matehes closely with a maiority of the te,t data point'> when the thelmal 
,oftening fraction. m. ha:; value in the neighboumooo of 0.7. However at temperature:; 
dosc to 6OO"C, the prediction begin, to deviate from the te,t re'lllt." The temperature 
model proposed by Ma,ui et al r201·lho"" a [!<Xlr (:orrelation "ith the te, l re.,ult> for 
lemperatures ranging from room temperature to 300"c' A do,er mateh with the test 
re'lllt., i> a~hie\-'eo hel"een 450°C to /i()()0C, The comparison makc, il apparent lhar 
neither the prediction of the temperatUTe elTe<.-1 given by the lohn,on - Cook equation 
[31 ] nOr [he modd pl'Opm,ed by .\1asui et al120] adequately modds the yield ,tre:;s of 
mild :;teel over the entire range 01' temperaluTe,. TheTdOTe an allemalive 10 I.he.'e 
model, i., desiTed lhar suriicientl)' malchc.1 the test rcwll.l ovcr thc 2ST to 6OO"C 
tcmperature range , The next >;edion oeal, with thi> matter, 
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5.3. Formu!ation of an Empirical Temperature Model 
The flow stres~ (u) of a material can be considered 10 be a function of :;train (t:). 
strain rate (i) and temperature (T). Therefore, 
u = u(t:, t, T) (EqU:ltion 5,3.1) 
A-sume this stress function is of the fonn: 
errs, t,l') = ere. ' fls)' Ski, h(TJ (F l)""li()ll '\.3.2) 
This assumption is con~i~tent with the postulation used for the fonn of the Johnson-
Cook constitutive equation [31]. The symbols used in equation 5.3.2 are defined below: 
er,; is an asSl.lmed sIalic flow stress 
ire) is a strain effect modification function 
3(t) is a strain rate effect modification :function 
h(r) is a temperature effocr modification function 
Al constant strains, the flow stress can be assumed to depend On the applied strain rate 
and temperalure only. Therefore, equation 5.3.2 can be rewrittcn as: 
(e constant) (Equation 5.3.3) 
The form of equation 5.3.3 is consistent with the material model used in references [27-
28J where the Cowper - Symonds cql.lation [22] is used in conjunction with the 
equations for the temperature effect on the yield stress of steel proposed by Masui et aI 
[20J. 
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Thus the strllin r;de effect modificmion fllllction, g(t), can be taken as the Cowper-
Symonds equation 122J and equation 5.3.3 can be re\Vfitten a~: 
(Equation 5.3.4) 
\\.'here : a{t, T) is the flow stress m a given strllin mte and tempemture (with E 
constant) 
0""0 i, the a~,ociated static flow stress 
D and q are material constants 
From the Cowper - Symonds equlltion 1221. 
, 
iJ" =. <"Y. . (Equation5.3.5) 
\Vhcrc: G"~ is the dynamic flow stress at room temperature 
Thus. the tempermure modificmion function. h(T). can be obtained by equation 5.3.6, 




Hence. the temperature modifiClltion function is derived from the test resuhs by first 
normalising the te" data. Thm is. for each strllin rme used. the average yield stres, at 
room temperllture is cakulllted. The test results for II given ,train rllte are then divided 
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by Ihe ilVeTilge yield Siress at room temperature for lhat ;;train rate to obtain !he 
nOlTIlali,ed yield ,tresses. This i, done for the different ;;train rate~ ll,ed and is depicted 
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Figure 5.3.1 - Normalised Yield Stresses 
y = _O.0 017x + 1.3H13 
hom figure 5.3.1. il is possible to iii linear Jun~ti0ns belween Ihe temperature range, of 
25°C to HXPC, IOO"C to 450°C, and 450'C to 6(X)°C. The lealt squarcs fit for linear 
equations inlhe three regions are indicated in r'igure 5.3.1. The;;e eqlllilion;; were then 
manipulated algebrakally lo erL';ure that the values ill the hoondaries of the three 
temperature regions coincided and that the value of the equation at room tcmpcratme 
cOrreSIXJllded l0 1. The fOlTIls oj these adjusled eljua\i0llS were determined \0 he: 
y = 1.05 - OJX125x 
y = 0.R4 - O.OOO4x 
(2YC to lOOT) 
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\ = H~.~ 0.0017 .\ (Eq\U1lion 5.3.7c) 
ConsequClltly, these modified equations (equations 5.3.7a - 5.3.7c) represent the 
tempermure modific~tion function h(T), and can be expressed as: 
(]".'" = I - 2.67 x 10 ' (T - 25) 
(]" '" =0.g- 1xlO--4 (T - lOO) 
0'" =O.66 -1.7xlO '!T-450 ) 
~5'c < T:O; l oo 'C (Equation 5. 3 ,~ a) 
100°C < T ~ 450°C (Equation 5.3.8b) 
450"C < T ,.; m o' c (Equ~tion 5.3.&) 
\\,' IJere: (]" '" is the normalised yield stress as a function of temperature only 
T is the temperature in °C 
i'igure 5, 3.2 ponrays II plot of equations 5.3.8a - 5.3.&: over the normalised yield stress 
daw poin ts . 
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J,.. _ 1- 267 xlO-'(T - 25) 
• • 
1 
J" _ 0 3-4xlJ"(T-1CO) 
Temperlll:ur' lC) 
u'" = 0.&5-1 7 xl 0-' (T - 450) 
Figure 5.3.2 - Empirical Temperature Model for Mild Steel 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
The re,ull~ oj" tensile tests c~n-ied Olit on mild steel specimens have ocen pre~enlcd_ Tn 
carrying oUlthc~c tesls, a ICHing mClhodology was sel tiP for cmrying out high 
lcmperature len~ile leH~ at cuslOnlisahle slrain rales using Ihe ESH lOOk.~ Univel';;al 
Tesler. This proces~ ha~ been demilcd in Appendix Al Conclusion; dr~wn from Ihese 
lests arc presentcd IlCXI 
The material respon;;e of mild steel loaded over (jllmi-static strain rate;; (4.17 x 10-' S-I , 
3.33 x 10 ' S - I • 1.67 x 10-' s -, and 1 x 10-' .. _I ) at lemper~lures ranging from Lice 10 
6OO"C was dClermined. A major obsenation made "as that the temperature effed on 
the yield stress was more dominant than the strain rate effect over the range of 
strain rates investigated. However. from figure 4.2.6. there were \arialions observed in 
the yield slress due 1.0 the Slrain rate ~I mom temperature. 1 OO"C, 4500C and 6(XFC. In 
Ihese inslallCe~_ thc yield su'C~;;es were found to increa~e \\11Cn dlC applied ~train rate 
increased. Thc ~train rate effeci was found to be minimal at 200'C and 300"C. 
f'unhcl'mOl'C. the applied strain rate was found 1.0 have 00 effect on the l.en~ile elongations 
and Ihe effect of dyn~mic slrain ~geing wa~ OOliced on the failure strains ~11OO°C. As 
expected from hlermure_ thc yield ~tre~ses were found 10 dccrea.~e in magnitudc Wilh 
im;rea~ing tempcratUl'C. 
Samplc~ wcre ~elccted from the testcd specimens for a micro-structural analysis. Thi;; 
w~s done 10 ohserve the deformalion ol-lile grain;; m the fraclUred end ol-lhe specimens 
due lO the te~t conditions. TI1C strain rate did oot appear to impact upon the granular 
defom)~I.ion over Ihe range 01-quasi-static slrain rates used. Howcver, the temperalure 
was observed 10 affect thc granular deformation significantly. It was al;;o ob;;ervcd that 
the trend of granlilar defonn~l.ion in dose proximity to lhe Ii-aclured end was similar to 
the Irend oj" dle global mains at failure. At higher tempcralurcs (2: 450"C). dlC overall 
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granular defonnation was observed to be sub:;tantial. with the grains appearing as 
elongaled bands in the direction of the applied stress. 
The re:;ults oftbe tensile tests wore then compared to published work and found 10 be 
con:;istent with similar work done on mild steel by Manjoine [16]. The:;e resull~ were 
also compw-ed to prediction:; given by the empirical temperature model for :;tcel by 
Ma,ui et al [20[ and the Johnson - Cook constitutive equation [31 [. It wws found that 
both these malerial models showed a good correlation with the test rc!lults over certain 
regions ooly. A thermal softening fraction (m) value of 0.7 for the Johnson - Cook 
equntion [31 [ was found to give an acceplable match with the test results for temperatures 
up to 450°C, whereas the tempernrnre model givon by Ma~ui et al [20] cOITespoIXled 
better with the test results at higher temperatures (450°C to 600°C). 
Finally, an empirical temperarnre model for the variation of the yield stres:; of mild steel 
with temperarnre was formulated using the lest results. This was done using a:;sumptions 
consi:;tent in literature and a temperature model similar in manner to that proposed by 
Ylasui et al [201 was presented. 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Th~ following rccomm~ndations ar~ mad~ based on th~ work ~a[J'kd out in Ihi, proj~cI 
The displacement transducer on the hyd:aulic acluator of 1he ESII lOOkN Univ~rsal 
Te81er wa, ll,ed m obtain Ihe exten,ion of the teMile specimen <L~ the 1e,18 were 
<:arried om. For more u<:<;urate strain measurement,. Ihe use or- e~lenWme1e!1S 
anached direclly 10 th~ ,pecim~n is advi~~d_ High lemperature alloys are 
recommended for the ~~lcns01nct~r part, that will have to be placed within Ihe 
furnace when elevated temperature wnsile te,ts are being carrkd Oll!. The design of 
such ext~nsOincters will also have to account for th~ limited spac~ availahle wilhin 
the dosed furnace. 
Th~ test temperatures were limited w a maximum of 6OO'C for this project as the 
grips used for Ihe tensile lesl8 were manufuclured from ,Iainless ,Ieel 316. In ord~r 
to investigate the material propenies at higher lemperutures. i1 is recommended that 
Ihe grips be de8igned from high 1empewture alloy, (for exumple, 1he IIu)TIes'" 230 '" 
Alloy). 
Ten~ile testing h adeqllat~ for covering the quasi·,tatic slrain rate ranges_ H()wever. 
to obtain a belwr repr~sentation of the malerial charaCleri~lic,. lC';t, at devated 
t~mperatures should be carried OUl over the intelmediaw to high strain rate range 
(i.e. s1ruin rale; of Ihe order 10us'] - 10\'] J. Te8ting method, coupling high 
temperatures with high s1rain rales have been investiguled by Lennon and RWllesh 
[111 and \-Iacdougall [12]. Thc,em~thod" which illYolve Ih~ use of the 'plit· 
llopkinwn pre,sure bur, cun be implemented 10 uchieve re,1llt8 at higher 81rain rales 
than thos~ possible by tensile tes1ing. 
The empiri<:al model formulated lIlthis projcct fur the variation oflhe yield Slress 
of mild sleel wilh 1emperalure should be utili,ed in numerical model8 of 
experim~nt~ where phy,icalte,t data j, availahle for comparison. The results 
ohtain~d from Ihe numelical simulalion ~un 1hen be compared 10 the physicallesl 
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r~':iull' and Ihe proposed lemperature model can be '-alidated as a u,dullOOl in 
numerical _Iimulations involving mild ':il~~L 
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Appendix A1 - Using the ESH Machine for Tensile Tests 
A1. USING THE ESH MACHINE FOR TENSILE TESTS 
Thc ESH IOOkN lInivcn;al Tcstcrw;cd to carry out thc tCll,>ile te,t'> for thi~ projecl is" 
sClvo-hycIJulic machine c~pab le of J wide IJnge oftcw; snch ~s fatiguc and fracture 
mechanic, le:,ts. FigureA! ,1 >hows the machine with in; COllU'O! SClllp: 
Figure A 1.1 - ESH l00kN Universal Tester and Control Setup 
This appccldix describcs how the machine was adapted to carry om high temperature 
tellsile te' l ~. 
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A1.1. Grips for High Temperature Tensile Tests 
As the high tcmpo;:raturc tensile tcsts involvc heating the specimen with the attached 
furnace. a set of grips was specifically designed tv with,tand the high temperature, ami 
protect the ESli machine. The grip, are brielly de~crihed helow: 
Figure A1.1.1 - High Temperature Grip Assembly 
The grips. one of which is shown in figure A 1.1.1. mn~lst of three scparatc piccc~ 
interconnected with pin, to fonn the grip as~cmbly. Thc first piece is the adapter which 
screws into the ESH machinc: the connector is the , econd piece and has two copper 
mils brazed onlo it for clKJling p"rp<J,e, and finally thc grip it,clf. All components of 
thc grip assembly, wilh the exception ofthc coils, were made from stainle" ,teeI316. 
Details pertaining to the design of the grip, may he lound in refcrcncc [lJ. Thc grips 
hvld dog oone specimcn~ of mild stcel with a gauge length of 6Omm. The other 
dimensions are depicted in figure Al 1.2: 
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,C f.' _ .. ~< .• ~ . .. , 
Figure A 1.1.2 - Tensile Test Specimen Dimensions 
A1.2. Setting Up a Custom Tensile Test 
I 
\ 
Thi.1 ,cction Ollllinc, how to sct up a cu,tomi;.cd tcn;;ilc tC.11. A Block Program for the 
tensile teSl:; is created \I';ing Ihe ESI1 ,oft ware loaded on the <:Olllmi "etup <:omputer. ~., 
"hown below: 
From the Start menu ,eiecl Program, ~ ESH Programs ~ Bloo;;k and LCF Editor 
Thc window ,how  in figmc A1.2. 1 will then pop up: 
ItI .. , l I '."" f:l 
? a.. • .u .. -
Figure AI .2.1 - Creating a Block Program 
A3 
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Select '~o' to proceed to the Block Editor as depicted in figure Al.2.2: 
Figure A 1.2.2 - The Block Editor 
To let up the clI'lOmi,d [emile [est. .Ielect the following option, from the Block 
Editor screen: 
o Set Mode to ~ Stroke 
o Set Target r .eve to ~ (distance in mm eilher relalive 1.0 the pmitjon of the 
cros.lhcad j,e. REL: or from the 0 position j,e. ABS). This sets the distHnce 
the hydraulk a(.".lIawr ",.-ill mOve in total ['rom it, reference pmi[ion. 
o Set Ramp Rate to ~ (any value between 0.0025 to 400 mm/s. mmlm or 
mIn/h). TlJis sets the rate at whkh the hydraulk aduator will move for the 
[eTli;ile lest 
-----~-~-~ 
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o Sel Acquire Dala to --7 Yes 
o SCI XY C,-raph to -7 L,S 
o Lca,c lhc orner option.~ blank 
Certain poims need to be noted about the selection of the options above. Firstly, the 
target level is dependent OIl Ihe dimensions of Ihe grips used, the position of the 
cwsshead and the distance required to .\train a :;pecimen Lo failLll'e. Therefore care 
must be taken III choose a suitable 'alue here. Secondly, Ihe unil.\ will need Lo be 
specified when .\elecling the ramp rale. Figure A1.2.3 depiCI.\ the values used to 
Calry oULthe 1 mmls lensile lests using [be grips de~cribed in §A 1.1: 
Figure A 1.2.3 - Block Program lor carrying out 1mms" Tensile Tests 
A5 
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A password is requiTed helwe the program can be saved. SeleCl !he Pa,sword 
option from the main menU and enter ESH as the password. 
,1. ' II Ii ~ • • ",. " '. '.1.' •• 
I 
Figure A 1.2.4 - Entering the Password 
Then select File -} Save PWgTam Ii-om the main menU 10 save the program into a 
suitable direClOry. The Block Program will then be retrieved from this directory 
when canying out lhe tensile lest. 
Figure AI .2.5 - Saving the Block Proljram 
A1.3. Executing the Tensile Test 
Once the custom tensi le te,t i~ 'let up a, shown in the previous ,ection. lhe ESH lookK 
Univer,al TeSler Can he tiled to carry out the tensile tests. The following ,teps outline 
lhe process: 
A6 
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Ensure that the le,;!"r and aillhe compone11ls of thc control setup (I.e the 
EurothermU 24DS controller, the analogue controller and lhe compulcr) arc switched 
on and lhe imerloek, have been cleared. It IS as,umed atlili, poillllhallhe 
cro,shead of dle tester has bccn suitably positioncd to cnsurc dIal thc grips are 
accommodated and the fUl'nacc can frcdy moyc 10 enclose thc specimcn whcn in 
place . .'Iote that dlC position of the cro,shead i, conlrolled by the valve and the 
'Raise' and 'Lowcr' buttons found onlhe from panel oflhe tester itself and 
fmthermorc, once the cro~,head h~, been positioned. no furthcr <Kljustmcnl., are 
required using lhe from paneL 




" • • • • • • • • • -- . . . . 
Figure A1.3.1 - Cootrol Setup for the ESH" l00kN Universal Tester 
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From the Stun menu sd~~( Program, ~ ESH Program,; ~ Virtu.!l Control PaneL 
Onee the oolUleetion with the computer i, estab1i<;h~d, th~ .Icr~en in figur~ A 1.3.2 
should appcur: 
- c,ae I'OUnt '" 
r .... ~l_' 
~ .... ,_ , "" c..n 
""""* :UW .. "" .-
Figure A 1.32 - The Virtual Control Panel 
Note: with the set of grip> de,cribcd in *Al.l, the optimal po<;i(ion of the ero,shead 
is >uch lhat wh~nth~ stroke comm,md valu~ i, f.Ctto zero, the >pecimen can h~ 
po,itioned in th~ grip<; with minimal <ldju.\tm~n( and (h~ fuml\C~ can enclose the 
.Ipccimcn centrally. As the cll.IlOmisoo tensile test> M~ all ,d up wilh <I largctlevd 
th<ll move> relative to th~ initial po>ition 01' (he cros,h~ad, it is nece>sary 10 ensure 
(hal (h~ stroke command valu~ i> .IClto zero prior to each <lnd ev~ry tc,\. 
A8 
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Once the Virtual Cootrol Panel ha, ,ucce"fully ,taned up, the Block R,el PmSralJl 
can be initiated. From the Stan menu ,elect Programs -7 ESH Program:; -7 Block 
Run Program, and the ,creen in figure Al.3.3 ,hould pop up: 
Figure A 1.3.3 - T he Bloc ~ Run Program 
With reference (0 the Block Program screen as shown in figure AI.3.3. select the 
following optiOll,: 
o In (he Machine Settings block, select the appropriate ,troke, strain and load 
ranges. For the purpo:;es of the tensile te:;ts described here. the ranges 
sekcted were 50mm for the stroke, lOOmm for the strain and 20kN for (he 
load. 
o In the Program Settings block, click the "Retrieve Program I' button and 
select the cu,tomised block program from the directory it was saved in, It is 
A9 
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also pos;ible to name the specimen being tested by filling oUllhe 'Pan NQ' 
option 
o In Ihe Re~ulls block. select an appropTiale fil e name for the leSl being 
camed ouL The re~ull file will be Sll)red m the defaLill direCIOTY 
(c:\e,h\re,ull~); however the rile Can be slored elsewhere by seleCI.ing the 
·Change File Path· bunon. 
o In the Spccimm Detail;; block. fill in cithcr the diamclCr in mm for circular 
cro~s-scction specimcn;; or the width and dcpth in mm for rectangnlal' cross-
,ection specimens. 
Once all the rclevaIl! dctails have hem filled out, the test can be started by clicking 
th~ 'Rnn lest' button. ·nle 'creen in figure A 1.3.4 should appear once the button 
ha;; been clicked: 
r.,." Numb",: 





ile~t T'''olt _ nt· 
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Filling OUI the details on the References screen is op!ionaL though r~eomm~nded as 
the information will be stored in the results file. To continue with the test eliek the 
'OK' button. The Specimen Setup screen should appear then. a, shown in figure 
AU.5: 
Pletl~" ht ~P"L"""" 
Actuat()/------------, 
Rate ..... 1. p:ii!I 
, 
Inchlll\loox enabled 
Figure A1.3.5 - Specimen Setup Screen 
\\.'hile the specimen sell1p ,crt:en i~ di,played. fit the sp<:eimen int.o the grips and 
u'e the Tnching Box. depicted m figUTe A 1.3.6. to pretension thc specimen slightly 
prior to cOllUllencing the test. If carrying out a high tempemllire t<:sL please rder to 
§A 1.4 bl:forc continuing. 
Al1 
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Figure A 1.3.6 - Inching Bo~ 
Once the specimen is in place, click the 'Tare Load' bUllon, whicb efrecli,el), 
brings the load on the specimen as close to zcro as pos.liblc. Thcn click Ihc 'OK' 
butlun 10 cuntinue. The Ready >creen shuuld then appear a\:companicd with the 
Feedback.1 window. as :,hown in figure A 1.3.7: 
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Figure A 1.3.7 - Ready Screen and Feedbacks Window 
The Feedbacks window gives the ahwlute po~ition of the hydraulic aClllator. the 
mea.lured ,train, applied load and temperature. To commence the te~[_ click on the 
'Start Te!St' hut toIl . On~e lhi~ i~ done, [he te.lt will begin and thc progress of the test 
will be depicted as shown in figure AL3.8: 
A13 
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Appendix AI - Using the ESH Machine lor Teneile Tests 
1'--... ---'·-,------------------------------------------------
, 







" -5. 0 
-10.0 
-15..D 
'" "'-" Sb oke ..... 
A. tho t.st pWiI.'''', tho load 
" •. ,u,oko graph i. platt. d 
Figure Al.3.B - Tensile Test in Progress 
Once the specimen breaks, the final graph can be zoomed and viewed and thercaflCr 
an 0Plion is available to printlhe graph \() an attached pril)ler if al)Y is pre>eTll. The 
>pecirnen can Ihel) be remo~ed and Ihe pmce,s repealed 10 can-y Oul anolher test 
A1.4. Using the Furnace 
Thi, ,eCl.ion oul.line, I!'>ing the furnace I,hen calTying out hIgh lemperall1re tel)sile teslS. 
A, per §AI.3, once the Specimen Setup screen depkted in figure Al.3.5 is reached, the 
following ,hould be done 
A K-Iype IhemlOcouple should be anached to the midpoil)1 of Ihe le,l specimen. 
The thermocouple should also be anachccllO the Eurothcrm'" 2408 controller. 
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Appendix AI - Using the ESH Machine for Tensile Tests 
-----
Fillhe <;pedmen inlO Ihe grip~ and HIe lhe in~hing bllX 10 prelensilln the specimen. 
Ensure that the lpecimen 11 ahgned vertically with the axil of the gripl. On<:e the 
specimen is aligned and pre"lensioned, tare the load using the Specimen Setup 




positioned in Ihe 
grips \\ilh a K-lype 
Thennocouple 
<llloc~-J 10 its 
midpoinl 
Figure A 1.4.1 - PositiOl1ed Tensile Specimen 
Clo<;e the lilm<lce over Ihe specimen and insulate the lOp end of the furnace with 
Fibre rax. !\llte: Fibre Fa.~ j<; <l material normally HIed in kilm l'or inwlation 
purposes. This slep is essential to protect the load cell of the ESH machine. 
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Appendix At - Using the ESH Maohine for Tensile Tests 
----
_ LoaaCelJ 
_ Fil,..e Fax insulating 
material 
./1,'!-...,._IOmn,,, closed over the 
test specimen 
Figure A 1.4.2 - Furnace Insulated with Fibre Fax 
Ensure lh:u the c(~)l ing willer i~ nmning prior to stmting the funwce. 
Once the cooling water IS running through the coils. u,~ the EurothermiJ 2408 
contmller to set the desired temperature 10 which the specimen mus! be heated. 
f'igur;; Al.4.3. shows the measured temperature at 18"C and lh~ le~1 lempefillure set 
at 300"C: 
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Appendix At - Using the ESH Machinefor Tensile Tests 
T cmperature m~asured 
tllermocouple 
T<'1l1peratllrc 10 ... hieh 
_ ,h< 'I""i,"," i, ID"" 
heated 
Buttoos used to sel the 
Temperatu!\' 
Figure Al .4.3 - Setting the Test Temperature 
Once lhe de;,ircd temperature ha, been ,et. me the control knobs (as shown in 
figure Al .4.4) to stan the heating process. lleating in the furnace is divided intu 
three ZOllc! namely top. centre and botl<Jm <md each i, conlrolled wilh a ,eparale 
control knob. For the purp<J,e, of Ihe high lemperalure tensile le,I" all control 
knoh,; ,hould he turned up to maximum. 
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in the fbl1lace 
Figure A 1.4.4 - Furnace Temperature Controls 
\\' ail [.ill the "pecimen reaehe~ the desiTed [empeTatliTe (i.e. Ihe mealured 
temperature value coincide'> wilh the "et tempermuTe value). Onec the .Ipc<::imen i.1 
attempcralllrc, click [he 'OK' button 011 thc Specimen SelUp ,creen (figurc Al.3.5). 
If ncccs'aJ")', tarc the load once more prior 10 clicking Ihc <OK' bnlton. Thcreafter, 
click the '~Iart Test' bUlton onlhe Ready ICcreen (figure .11.1.3.7) to commence the 
te,\. 
Once [he telt lS completed, care ,hOlild he takcn when handling [hc "pecimcn a.1 i[ 
will still he very hal. 
\Vhen the high temperature tesI5 are concluded. wail lilIthe grips c<x)i down 10 at 
lea:;1 500C before lurning Ihe cooling waler oiT. ({he [he K-Iype Ihermocouple and 
Eurotherm" 2408 controller to monitor the grip temperature during Ihe cooling 
down proce'.') 
A18 
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Appendix A2 - Test Results 
-------
A2. TEST RESULTS 
rensile tests were carried out at temperatures ranging from room temperature to 6{)()OC 
u8ing the fulluwing strain rate8: 
4.17xl0 ..... I·- L 
3.33xlo-'s-L 
1.67xl0-2 .1·-L 
1 xl0-' .I·- L 
Thi:; appendix pre:;ent> the I.en~ile te,\ re;,ults III the form of engineering .Itrel' verses 
engineering 81rain curve.1 The eurye, were obtained via proces,ing the re.lull file;, in a 
spreadsheet program. In this I:ase, Yiicro8ufl Excel" wa> ll>ed. The engineering ~ITe~s 
verses engillee6ng :;train curve~ are presented a8 depicted in figllre A2.1 
I Specl!llen name t--e Strtss VS. Strain Graph 
''" 
'" f-- - ,--, ,---
.. ~ " '" .. Yield polIll obtill:led Vll Strill:l rat~ and 1\ • '" itterpolation with the 0.2% temperature employed '" . . ------ .. •. • offset hne Th~: 2% for the temue I~st , '" . .. offset line IS pletted III light --ii. 
'" 
•• y .. . _ .... ". 
417 ~10"~ S!riIll R&t~· 
00 --------- ._-_. ----""". .. ~.-
"5:mp<f01U,," Room rtlllp ... t"". , , '" " 0.1 5 " 015 ,. • ' '" Stnln 
Figure 1>2.1 - Generic Test Result 
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Appendix A2 _. Test Results 
A2.1. Test Results at a Strain Rate of: 4.17 x 104 s·1 
A lolal of 18 IKsts \\~r~ ~alTjed out at a ~lrain rale of 4.17 x 10-1 s -, . Table A2.1.1 
outlines the tests carried out and the graphed l"esults follow the table. 
TJbk A2.1.1 - Tensile Tests Carried Qut at 4.17 x IO-4.1"'J 
~ 
Specimen Name Crn,s Section Detllils of Gauge Length Temperature (QC) 
Width (0101) liiticiUiess (0101) Arell (mm-) 
-
Al 12.56 3.0() 37.68 25 
. -- .-_. 
A2 , 12.70 3.00 38,)0 25 , 
-_. 
SI 12,58 3,00 37,74 25 
NAI 12.72 3.00 38.16 100 
NA2 12.66 3.00 37.98 I~) 
NA3 12.22 3.00 36.66 100 
BIKEW P.40 3.00 37.20 200 
B2 12.56 3.00 37.68 
, 200 
-
S2 12.64 3.00 37.92 200 
--- . -~ 
Cl 12.66 3.00 37.98 300 
- .. _-----. 
C2 12.56 3.00 37,61-: 3()() 
-
S3 12.61-: 3,O() 38.04 300 , 
DI 12,70 3,00 38.10 450 
--
S4 12.68 3.00 3H.04 450 
Tl , 12.54 3.00 37.62 450 , 
VI 12.38 3.00 37.14 600 
V2 12.58 3.00 37.74 600 
lJ3 12.56 3.00 37.68 010 
A20 
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A1 - Stress VS. Strain Gr3ph 
,-------_. 
.----~~===~~~ 
-y/,------ \-+--1 Iv \ 
H-------------------
------_. ----_ ..••..... _ ..•........ _._-
StramRat~ 4.17x lO-' ,_I ! 
------------·--------1 , 
Temp"<otu.re Room Temperotu e ! 
,~--------------~, 0.05 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.45 
Strain 
Figure A2.1. 1 - Tsst Result for Specimen A1 
Table A2.1.1 - Yield Stres:; ami Failure Strain for S[lt'cimen Al 
Yield Stress (MPa) 247.89 
, 
Ultimatc Tcnsile Stress (MPa) 328.08 , 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 83.0 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 23.0 
Strain at failure (%) 38.33 
~0te: '111C ultimate tensile stress reported here refer:; to the maximum :;Ire~s recorded as 
per the engineerin.,; stress ys. engineering strain graph. II does not refer to the true stress 
expericnccd at failure. This applie:; lo all the lest rewll~ al a :;lrain rate of 
4.17><10 '", ' . 
A21 
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Appen~i~ A~ ·· 1~t Results 
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A2 - Stress VS. Strain Graph 
_~~ .. "'"'" ..... ==~~~~.::.-- .......... i 
................••••.••••.••• '\.....: 
.................. _ ... _._ .......... j 
StIamRat"· 4.17:<1(1"' , -1 I 
jf----------------
" 
To",p"'oWro Roo", Ternp"~,-,,e 
"' St,ain 
Figure A2.1.2 - Test Result for Specimen A2 
Tahle A2.1.2 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain [or Spedmen A2 
Yield Stres8 (Mra) 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 
Gauge Length at l"ailllre (mml 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) , 
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Appendix A2 - T{!' ... t Results 
S1 - Stress ys. Strain Graph 
........................ - .-.---.-.----.1 
..................................... _.- .......... ! 
r---- I --------1 
------ -----------------1 
.s.~.~~: ... ~!.:.~.1.0:.:.~1 .j 
T.m!"",!u,," Room T, mp ... t", . i 
0.05 "' "'" 0.25 0.35 Straill 
Figure A2.1 3 - Test Result for Specimen S1 
Table Al.lJ - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen S I 
Yield Stress (MPa) 
Ul\imate Ten~ile S\res~ (MPa) 




Elongation of Gauge Length at l'ailure (mm) , 21.8 
Strain at failure (%) I 36.33 
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" '"" ~• 
~ ';c 
----------------------
"" StramRatc 4.17xlO",-1 
'" T,mperolu",: 100 ' C 
"+----------------~ 
" 0.05 O.I~ "' O.2~ 
Figure 1\2 1.4 - Test Result for Specimen NA 1 
Table A2 1.4 Yield Stress and llailme Strain for Specimen NA I 
'VY"ield Stre ss (11pc,c) -------~.c2COC."~~~, I 
l.'Himate Ten~ile Stre,s (MPa) ; 319.42 I 
Gauge Lellh>1h at Faih,re (mm) I 73.R ' 
Elongation of Gauge Length -,c,c>c,C,O-,-,,~( m-mc,)+~uC_c."-
Strain at failure (%) 23.00 
A24 
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Strain Rate: 4 11 x 1 0'" ~ _1 ! . , 
Tomper!rture; lUQoc '-1 
,+---------------~ 
005 0.' 5 0.25 
Strain 
Figure A2. 1.5 - Test Result for Specimen NA2 
Table A2.J.5 - Yield Slres~ and Failure Strain lin Specimen NA2 
Yield Stress (:NITa) 204. Iii 
Ulimate Tensile Stress (MPa) ! 306.32 
-
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 72.5 
Elongation of Gauge Length al Failure (mm) 12.5 
Strwn at failure (%) 20.83 
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Aro~r"Ji" A2 - Test Results 
NA3 - Stress \1$. Strain Graph 




-...... ~~2===·········· ·) --_. . ... ············1 
• • '"' "- ----.------------1 • , 
"" " ,," -.................................... - ------1 
Strain Rat. 417xW",-1 
....................................... , ·······,··················-----1 
T.mpo,ot.ur' lOO'C ! 
"+----------------~ 
O.D~ 0.1 5 U.2~ 
Figure A2_1.6 - Test Result fur Specimen NA3 
Tabk A2.1_6 - Yield Str~>s and Failure Strain for Spe~illlen NA3 
Yield Stress (MPa) 190.93 
Ultimate Ten~ile Slres~ (MPa) 305_29 
- ---
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 74.5 
ElongatiOIl of GaLlge tenglh at F "iluTe (mm) 14.5 
Strain at failure (%) 24.1 7 , , 
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'&'pp,mdi,,'&'2 _ Test Results 
81NEW - Stress YS. Strain Graph 
'" , ----------------------
""E~~ ," 35U -'? 300 ------1 
~ ~:: ~~ .... ~Tc--------------------- --~-----, 
'" r--f--- -----------
StJaln 
Figure A2.1.7 - Test Result for Specimen B1 NEW 
Table A2.l. 7 - Yield Stress and failure Strain for Specimen UlNEW 
I Yield Stress (MPa) , 206.61 
, Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 388.58 
---- --~--.. --
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 71.1 
--
Elongation of Gaug" L"ngth at Failure (mm) ILl 
Strain at failure (%) 18.50 
A27 
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Appendix A2 _ Test Result$ 
82 - Stress V$. Strajn Gr;lph 
''" ----, 
::: +-----~ ~:;;,~~?;;;o""OA:CCc .. ~ ... ; ... ~ ... ~ ... -~-------------~--::--~ 
~ :::--~?(~\~I 
~ 200 [L _____ ~.~.~ ____________ _ , 
'" 
'"0 j--,'-------------·-----s~-~~---~--;~-:-;;;:;-;~-;-1 
5U ------------------- --------------- ----------- ------,,- ;;:;;:~-,-.;;D-.~-I 
o II 
0,05 D,1 5 
Strain 
0,25 
Figure A2_1_8 - Tesl Resull for Specimen B2 
Table A2. 1.8 - Yield Stress and Failure Slr~in itlT Spe<:imen Fl2 
._- -----, 
Yield Su-ess (MPa) 207.86 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 3<)5.41 




Elongation of'Galige Length at h,ilure (mm) 11.5 
... _- ---
Strain ~t f~ilme (%) 19.17 
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Appendix A2 - Test Results 
S2 - Stress VS. Stl"3in Graph 
." ,---------
.cc j-----------------------~~"r>--c-~~~~--------_j 
," 1-------:7=~C~-- ~ , 
"S 300 
" ;;;. 250 +-- /'_~ T'-- ----.. --.-------
i 200+--~---------------------_j 
~ 150 t- --+------ ------------1 
1 GO .--. ~.~~. 
S"trainRale: 417xlO",-1 __ ______ ____ _ _ _ ___ __ ____________ ______ __ c_ 
T.mpe"ture: 2OG"C " " / 
0.05 0.1 5 U.25 
Strain 
Figure A2.1 9 - Test Result for Specimen S2 
Table A2.1.9 - Yidd Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen S2 
-
1208.73 Yicld Stress (l,,'IPa) 
-- .. _-_. 
Ultimate Teru;il~ Sl,,",sS (MPa) 401.69 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 70.7 
Elongation of Gauge Length llt Failure (mm) 10.7 
Strain at failure (%) 17.83 
A29 
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Appendix",2 - Tesl RMuits 
C1 - Stress vs_ Strain GrJph 
c----
• Q. 150 """"""""""""""--\c ~ , '"" 
Ji 150 --t-- ---
"--- I -"----- ---
~ 0 --- - ---- ----- ------- ------ --------- ------- --------------------
S"1IalJl Rat~ 4 11 ~ W'" 5-' I 
------ " -
T ernporolu!O 300°C i 
" J-L--_--_--_--_--~-"--~--~' 
0,05 0.1 5 0_35 
Strain 
Figure A2.1, 10 - Test Result for Specimen C1 
Table A2.1.10 - Yield Stress and failure Strain for Specimen Cl 
Yield Stress (MPa) 190_81 
_._------
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 361.51 
Gauge Length at failure (nml) 76,2 
-Elongation of Gallge Length at Failme (mm) 16.2 
------ "-" " 
Strain atlailme (%,) 27.00 I 
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Appllnd,x A2 - Test R"""lt$ 
C2 - Stress vs_ Strilin Grilph 
I '"" --- -, ''" ---- ------- --~----- --~--1 
'00 - -~----------~- -
St,~ift 
Figure A2.1 11 - Test Result for Specimen C2 
Table A2.1.11 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain ror Specimen C2 
r-"--'-"-'--' - - -
: Yidd Stress (MPa) , 11)(1.30 
--
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) : 362.69 
--
Gauge Length at hilure (mm) , 77.1 
Elongation orG~lLge Length ~t Failure (mm) 17.1 
Str~jn at failur~ ('Yo) 28_50 
A3' 
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Appendix A2 - T(O$t Results 
53· Stress '>'s. Stl'3ln Graph 
••...... ..... _- --, 
" •. ,""" ................. .......... - .......... - ....... _-_.- ._. __ ._-, 
i '00 t-- - ........ _ .._.. , t 
1 :::- - ---------~.- .......•..• -••..••••.• -•. -J 
___ _____ ...................... .. ..... . __ ... . .... .. __ J '" Strain Rate 4 1 7 ~1rr' , -1 I ..... + ..... -----< 
Totnperotmo 3Il0"C I 
" ~----------------------~-+--~ 
0.05 0.15 0.25 0.3 5 
S!I~ln 
Figure A2.1.12 - Test Result for Specimen S3 
Table A2, 1.12 Yield Stres~ and Failure Strain for Specimen S3 
Yield Stress (MP,,) 183,10 
Ultimate Ten~ile Stres~ (~lPa) 334.41 
G"uge Length "t F"ilure (mm) 75.4 
-_ .. . _- --_ ... 
-,-~ 
F.iong"lion 0 I· Ga"ge Lcngth "I F "d urC (mm) 15.4 
Str"in "t Illilurc ('Ic,) 25.67 , 
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Appendix ,0,2 - Test Results 
01 - Stress YS. Strain Graph 
'" ,-- ---~---~--- ...... -.-.. 
~ 
~ 150 r'~ 
! 100 t-- f----------_ ... _--
" 1-1--_. __ ._ .. _- ..... _ ... -
······i 
S!ramRate. 4.17xl0" , -' I 
.~---! 
Tompo,"lu". 43D'C i 
. ~~----------------------~ .. , o 1 5 .. , 0.25 0.35 
Str~in 
Figure A2_1 13 - Test Result for SpeCimen 01 
Table A2_LU - Yield Slre% and Faihlre Slra;n for Specimen D1 
Yield Stre.';s (II-Ira) 164.82 
lJllimate Tensi le Stress (MPa) 229.32 
--_ ... _- -
(,augc LcngtJl at Fai lure (mm) 79,6 
Elongation of Gauge LengtJl at Failure (mm) --W,6' 
, 
Sirain at railure (%) 32.67 
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Appendix A2 - Test Results 
S4 - Stress vs. Strain Graph 
''" r------- -~ ------------
'"' 
? 
" ''" " • ,
'" • ~
StrnmRate' 4.17xIO"",!-1 ~ 
;0 '" '~""~~-I 
T.rnp"~tur. : 450 ·C ! 
0 
" oo~ 0.1 0.1 5 0.25 O.3~ Strolin 
Figure A2_1_14 - Test Result for Specimen S4 
Table A2_'_14 - Yield SIre>;.> and Failure Strain I'lr Spe<:imen S4 
Yidd Stress (MPa) 159.29 
Ultimate T ensile Stre~s (MPa) 216_96 
Gauge T.en.,>1h at Failure (mm) 7H 
Elongation of Gauge T.englh at Failure (mm) IH 
Strain at failure W,) 29,67 
A34 
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T1 - Stress vs. StrJin Graph 
~=~ .........................  
---------
! .....  _ .... -..... _-._ ... _ ... -.. ---.-----.- ~·:~;~···~ 1·7 x 1O~:'1 
............ .. .......... ....................... ........... _! 
" o ; 0.1 5 025 035 
Figure A2.1, 15 - Test Result for Specimen T1 
Table A1.l.l5 - Yi~ld Slr~~> and Failur~ Strain for Specimen TI 
Yield Stress ('\IPa) 163.10 
-- - ._ .. _--
Ultimate Tensile Stress ('\IPa) 217.n 
._._._ .. 
Gaug~ L~ngth at Failur~ (mm) , 78.3 , 
Elongation ol"Uaugc L~ngth a\ Failur~ (mm) , 18.3 
.. -
Sirain at failur~ (%) 30.50 
. 
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Appendix 11.2 ~ Test Results 
U1 - Stress vs. Strain Graph 
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Strilin 
0,15 
StrninRat. : 4.17xl0 .. ~ -1 
T,mperatu:re: 60 0' C i 
0.35 
Figure A2, 1,16 - Test Result for Specimen Ul 
Tahle A2.1 16 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen UJ 
! Yield Stress (MPa) 93.90 
i Ultimate Tensile Siress ('vIPal , 103.90 
Gauge Length at hlilure (mm) 79.2 
Elongation of Gauge Length at failure (mm) 19.2 
I 
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U2 - Stress li S. Strain Graph 
,nn _ ... _ .. __ 
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Totn1"'roturo: WD OC "~L-___ _ _ _____ ~ __ ~ 
0 .05 0.1 5 0.25 0.3 5 
St,ai" 
Figure A2. 1. 17 - Test Result for Specimen U2 
Tahlc A2.1 .17 Yield Stress and failure Strain for Specimen U2 
Yield Stress ('vIPa) 76JW 
- .. _-_. 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (/l.-Ira) 94. 2R , 
I Gauge Length at :railure (mm) 81.2 
Elongation of Uau!,.", Len!,>th at Failure (mm) 2 1.2 
. -
Strain at failure ('Yo) 35.33 
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U3 - Stress vs. Str.lin GrJph 
+--f-----------
L-L~~====~;~ _:::~--I r Strain Rate: 4.17~ 10"'1-' ------------- ,-;;,-
T, mp"at"J.1fO: WO"C 
a.05 o , 0,15 O .2 ~ D.35 
Strain 
Figure A2.1, 18 - Test Result for Specimen U3 
Table A2 1.1 R - Yield Stress and failure Strain for Sp""im~n In 
-
Stress (MPa) 
te Tensi le Stress (MPa) 






tion of Gauge l.~ngth at failure (mm) 
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Determlnition Of Material Properties of Mild Steel at Olffe,*nt T0mp"ratures and Strain Rates 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 
A2.2. Test Results at a Strain Rate of: 3.33 x 10·3S·1 
A total of 1 <; tcsts were carried OUl at a strain rate of 3.33 >< 10 ' .\' 1. Table A2.2. 1 
<Julline~ the le~l~ cmned oul ami the grapbed results follow Ibe table. 
rable A2.2.1 Tcnsile Tests Carried Out at 3.33x 10·' S·' 
Specimen Name Cross Section Details of Gange Length Temperature eCl 
"\\'idth (mm) Thickness (mm) Area (mm ) 
- ~ 
Fl 12.48 3.00 37.44 25 
. ~~ .•.. 
F2 12.48 3.00 37.44 25 
C-- MKI 12.68 I 3.00 38.()4 
,~ -, 
~-
N"I J:~.40 , 3.00 37.20 100 
Nll2 12.60 3.00 37.80 100 
I- ~ ~~ NB3 12.80 3.00 38.40 100 
, -
GI 12.66 3.00 37.98 200 
I r- GINEW I .~ ~ 12.56 
I 
3.00 37.68 200 I 
-
I " 12.56 3.00 37.68 "I ! .-, - - I MN' 12.56 3.00 37.68 200 -
HI 12.66 ]00 37.98 "I I 
~ .. I 
II2 12.46 3.00 37.38 ]00 i -
~fN3 12.56 3.00 , 37.68 "I I 
VI 12.48 3.00 37.44 450 , 
-
V2 12.56 3.00 37.68 
1 
450 
V] 12.46 3.00 37.38 450 , 
WI 12.50 3.00 , 37.50 GIlO 
W2 12.56 3.00 37.68 GOO 
f-- \\/3 12.58 3.00 37.74 GIlO 
- ~ 
A39 










Determination of MatMiai Properti~s of Mild Steel at Different T "mperalur"s amI Strain Rat~" 
Appendix A2 -- Test Results 
F1 - Stress vs. Strain Graph 
----------- ------ ------- ------~-_-~-~------- ---------- --------------- ---------------1 
I -'---'\-1 
---------, 
-- -- ---- -----.J 
,co 
'" ~ 
" <co e 
• 
~ '" 
.. _ .•... / 
-----f\J'------- -----------
. ----------
'"" ._----_................._-------" Stram Rate: 3.33xl0-' ,-< : 
" Tomperotur. Room Temporot,.... 
" 0 0.05 " , 0.1 5 0.25 0.35 0.45 
Stmin 
Figure A2,2,1 - Test Result for Specimen F1 
Table .'\2,2.1 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen !oJ 
! Yidd Stress (MPa) 266.92 
! Ultimate Tensile Stres~ ('vIPal 335_23 
Gauge l.enb>th at ""ilure (nun) i 81.3 
Elongation oj' Gauge Length at Failur~ (mm) 21.3 




Note: The llilimale wnsik strcss repnfwd here refers to the maximum stress recorded as 
per the engineering stress vs. engineering strain graph. It docs not ref~r to the true stress 
experienced OIl failure. Thi, applie~ to all the test rewlts at a strain rate of 
3.33><10 ';- '. 
MO 










DeterminJtion of Mat~rial ProMrti~~ of Mild StG~1 31 Oiff~,~nt T ~mperat"res and Str~in R~tes 




F2 - Stress vs_ Strain Graph 
::: r~-~~~~~:···:-~·:·~·:··~···=·=·C··~·c··c··o .. :'-~~~ 









I. StrnlnRate: 3.33,.,!O-'J-1 I 
....... ! 
T,mperol,"",; Roam T' '''l'"otln 
0,05 0,1 5 0,25 O,3~ 0,45 
Suain 
Figure A2.2.2 - Test Result for Specimen F2 
Table A2.2.2 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimcn f2 
--- . 
Yield Stress ('VtPa) 275.62 
Ultimatc Tcnsile Stress (YiPa) 348.32 
Gauge I,englh at Failurc (mm) 81.7 
Elongation of Gaugc Lcngth at failure (mm) 21.7 
Strain at failurc (%) 3(d 7 











DeterminatiDn of Material Propen:!es of MIld Steel M Different Temperawres and Stf~in R~tes 
Appendix Al - Te-st Results 
• " " • ,
" 




'" -----Strain Rat~: 3.3 3x 1 a-' !_1 
;0 f--------------- -------- ---- -----------------
T''''J><utur. Roam T. rnpor . ttn 
O~_-~-~-__ -~-_-_~ 
0.1 5 n.25 0.35 
Sua;n 
Figure A2.2,3 - Test Result for Specimen MN1 
Table A2.2.3 - Yield Stress iUld Failure Strain for Specimen "-'IN! 
Yield Stress (MPa) 260,12 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 323:631 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 81.8l 
f-'E'I,,,O,,Cg<,,,CilCmCC,,Cf'cC,",,,Cg'"L'.C,,'g'.OC"l CFCm"I'"reC<'IC"C,m=>'+'2"1:8- I 
Strain at failure (%) 36.33 : 











Detannination of Mat&rl"l Properties of Mild Steel at DilfeN!nl Temperatures and Stnlln Rates 








NB1 - Strest "'5. Strain Graph 





Strain Rate: J33~1O-'!-l ....._--+ 
T.mperotur, 100'C 
, 
" 0,05 0.' 5 0.2 5 0.35 
SUai" 
Figure A2,2.4 - Test Result for Specimen NB1 
Tahl., A2.2.4 Yield Strcs.s and Failure Strain for Specimen Nill 
Yield Slre~s (Wa) 199.23 
Ultimate Tem;i]., Sll-"SS (M1'a) 282_72 
-- , 
Gauge Length at Failure (mml 77.4 
----- I 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (111m) I 17.4 
Strain al failure ("!o) ! 29,00 











Appendix A2 - T..st Results 
N82 - Stress vs. Strain Graph 
... _. __ .. _ ... _ .. _ .. _._ ... _._._.- .... j 
T . mp"Totur. 
0.05 0.1 ~ 025 0.35 
$tr,lin 
Figure A2.2.5 - Test Result for Specimen NB2 
T~ble A2.~.5 - Yield Stre8s ami Fai lure Strain for Sp&imen NB2 
Yield Stress (MP~) 214.19 
Ultimatc Tcnsile Stress (MPa) 299.13 
Ga~ge Length at Failure (mm) 78.4 
Elongation of Gauge Lengdl at Failure (mm) 18.4 
Strain al failure (%) 30.67 
-- .. 










Determination of M"u,riaj Prope,iins 0/ Mild SIIl,,1 3t OiH",ent Tempolratu res and St'<l;n R.t~s 
Appendix 112 - Test Results 










NB3 - Stress \1$, Strain Graph 
,--




Temper.t",. IDO"C i 
0 0,05 0,25 0,35 
Strain 
Figure A2.2.6 - Test Result for Specimen NB3 
Table A2_2_6 - Yield Stress and Failur~ Strain for Specimcn NB3 
"Y"ield Slr~ss ( MPa) 213.74 
Ultimate Tcns ile Stress (YiPa) 292.97 
~~ 
1 al Failure (mm) 77.1 
c_ 
'Gaugc Lcngth at Failure (mm) ; 
Gauge L~ngtl 
Elongation 01 
Strain at failu 
17_ I 
r~ (0;':') 28.50 
~ 











OetforminaHon 01 Material Prop~rti~s of Mild Steel at O;ffer~nt T emperatur~5 and Strain R"t~s 














1-,'----~----------- -----~---- -,-- ! 
Stram Rate JJJ~10·'~" i 
H------------------- ------- ---t---i 
" 
/ TemperatUl' 2OD"C 
0.1 5 0.2 5 
STrain 
Figure A2.27 - Tes! Rei>Ult for Specimen Gl 
Table A2,2.7 - Yield Stre~> ami Failure Strain for Specimcn Gl 
Yield Strc ss (MPa) 
Tensile Strcss (MPa) 
glh at F<tilure (mm) Gauge Len 
Elongali( 
Slmin at 



















Dd~rm;~alio" of Mater;~i P'QP"rti~s of "" id ~'te~1 at Diffeffinl Tempera!"",,;. and Strain R~tas 
Appendix .",1. - Test Results 
G1NEW - Stress YS. Strain Graph 
'" 
" ,eo  
, ------------------------- ----------------- ------- ------ --- ----------------------_._-
" • 'co 
~ '" 
'" 
""""'" '( ! 
-"""-""""', •••••••••••••• ,""", ........... ,", ..... , .. , ........ , ..... ,-=11 
SIramRate. 3_Dx!O·', ·' 
'" ··~-~~~· ·t-T . mperotur. 2D O'C 
" , 0,05 0.1 5 0,25 
STrain 
Figure A2.2.8 - Test Result for Specimen G1NEW 
Table A2.2,8 - Yield Slre ,;~ and Failure Strain for Specimen GINEW 
Yield Stre';s (MT'a) 200.99 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 388,51 
Gauge Length at Faihrre (nun) 70.7 
- _ .•. _-
Elongation ofO<lllge Length al Failure (mm) 10.7 
Strain at failure (%) 17_R3 
A47 










Delermlnatlon Of Material Properties of Mild Ste~1 at Different Temperatures and Strain Rates 
Appendix A2 _ TO$t Result$ 
G2 • Stress V$, Strain Graph 
.-- -_._---------------_.-
1 00 ~---.------------:-
Stram Rat", 3.)3x!O-',"" ... .... --------- - ---- + 1 
T"upofOtm. 2OO"C i 
"+L----_----~----_----~----~ 
0.05 " , 0.25 
Strain 
Figure A2.2.9 - Test Result for Specimen G2 
Table A2.2.9 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen 02 
Yield Stress (MPa) 213.19 
-
Ullim ale Tensile Stress (MPa) 385.35 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 71.6 
Eiong ation of Gauge Lell~ .. tb at Failure (mm) 11.6 
at failure (%) 19.33 











Determination of Material Properties of Mild St.,.,1 al D;ffN.,nt T vrnperatu'es and Strain Rat ... 
""t--
'""t--
Appendix AZ·· Test Reslilts 
MN2· Stress V5. Str~in Gr~ph 
....................... ~ -, 
l 250 
;-' "-• '"" --- -, = "" , 
"0 H c--............. . 
SIralnRate: J3Jx)(r', ·' 
'" ... _-_ ... _--- ------- --+ . TornptfOlu",' 100°(; I 
" 
" 0,05 0.1 ~ 0.25 Stmin 
Figure A2.2 10 - Test Result for Specimen MN2 
Table A2.2, !o - Yield Stress and F Jiiure Slrain lor Spe<':lmen 11--11',-2 
Yidd Stress (M1'a) 213.81 
t;Hil11Jtll T\lllsik SITIl~S (MPa) 391.59 
Gauge Lllllb'1h at FJilurll (mm) 70.0 
ElongationllfGJugll T.~nglh al FJilur~ (mm) 10.0 
, , , 
Strain at failure (%) 16.67 











Determination of Material Properties of Mild Swel at Differant Tumperatures lind St,ain Rates 
Appendix A2 - Tcost Results 
H1 . Stru5 VS. Strain Graph 







.;: 150 ~---~~ ~------+----1 
'00 +--/~--~--------------------------- ---.-----:-
Stram Rat": 3.33xlO·-,·' 
------------ -----------------f -----~ 
Temp"" !u",: 300°C 
o~-_-_-_-_-_~~___1 
0.05 0.' 0.1 5 0_25 0.35 
Strain 
Figure A2_2_11 - Test Result for Specimen H1 
rabk 1\2.2. 11 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain ii)T Specimen H 1 
~~ ---- ~ 
Yidd Stress (l>lPa) 188.3_, 
--~. 
Ultimate Tensile Sl1-e~~ (MPa) 370.oJ 
~ ~ 
75.2 Gaug~ Length at :ra.ilure (mm) 
- ----
Elongation of Gauge Length at FailuTe (mm) 15.2 
Stmin at failure ('Yo) 25.33 











Determination 01 Matori~1 Proportics <Jf Mild Steel .1 Different T emp~ratures and Strain R~~ 
Appendi)( A2 - Test Results 
'? 250 • 
" i '" 
,j; 150 
H2 - Stress ..,S. Strain GrJph 




Stram Rate' 133~10-'1-1 I 
................. M" .... ... ............. . ....... I 1 
T.mp" fOture: 300 ' C i 
,~--~--~------------~~~~ 
0.05 0.15 0.25 
Strain 
Figure />.2.2.12 - Test Result for Specimen H2 
Table .1\2.2, 12 - Yidd Stl"t'S~ and Failure Strain for Specimen 112 




Slrain at failu 
'ilc Stress (MPa) 
at Failure (mm) 



















DeterminatiOn of M~tari~1 Propertios of Mild. St€el al O,flNent Tempe,atufM an(l St'~in Rat~~ 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 














Stram Rat": 3.33xlO·','" 
+-------~~~~~~~~~.~ ....... ~ .. ~ ..... ~ ..... ~ .... ~~.....~-I 
T , rnl"',atur, 300'C o+L---__ --__ ---__ --__ -~ __ --~,~ 
005 0.1 ~ 0,25 
Strain 
Figure A2,2, 13 - Test Result for Specimen MN3 
Tahle A2.2.13 _. Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen MN3 
Yield Stress (MPa) 195,19 
Ultimate Tensile S(re~s (MPa) 371.58 
Gauge Length at failure (mm) 74,5 
Elongation of Gauge Length at hlillire (mm) 14,5 
Strain at failure (%) 24.17 
-------











Determination of Materia l Properties of Mild 5t""" i • t I),ffer&nt T emper.ture~ Bnd Strain Rates 
Appendi)( A2·· Tost RI>llults 
;; 200 
" 
" " 1 5 0 , 







t; 100 +-t-· .... -...... --.- _ .. _ ...... _ ... _ ... _ .... _. __ .. . . .... . . .. . I 
Strain Rate' 13 3,d 0·' ,., ! 
···········i 
Tem!",,,l,",,, 4:l0"C I 
O~--__ --__ --__ --__ --__________ ~
0.15 0.25 O.3~ 
St,,,;,, 
Figure A2.2, 14 - Test Resutt for Specimen VI 
Table A2,2J4 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen VI 
Yield Stress ().iPa) 172.59 
.. 
Ultimate Tensil~ Stress ('VIPa) 246.05 
Gauge Length atliailure (mm) 79.7 
Elongation of Gaug~ L~ngth at Fail UTe (111m) 19.7 
.----.. --. 
Strain at Jailure (%) 32,83 











O~tMmi~"tjon of Material Prop~rtje~ Of Mild Stetl "t Diff"'o~t Temp~r3tUfe~ and Str&in Rates 
Appendix AZ _ lel'( [,,,selIIS 
V2 - Stress vs. Strain Graph 
,---- ---- --............................................ i 
a; , aD +--+ ________________________ ___ _______ __ _______________ _ --
Stram fulle: 3 3 3x 10-' ,-1 
T . mperalm. _ 4:l U' C 
D.05 U.1 5 0_25 D. 35 "' Sli<lln 
Figure A2_2.15 - Test Result for Specimen V2 
Table AllIS - Y,eld Stre~s and Failure SU'ain for Specimen \/2 
'-Yield Slress (MPa) 170_96 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 249.97 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 80.1 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) , 20.1 
-_._-
Str"in " t fuilure (%) 33_50 
A54 










CeteMlination of Material Propertiu of Mild Steel at Differ"n! Temperatures . nd Strain Ratu 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 
V3 - Stress VS. Strain Graph 
,co 
'" 
~ '"' • "-• '" 
~ 
'" 
. ~". "" _ .. . .. _._-_ ... -







Strain Rate: 3.337 10-,,-1 
~-- . "._---- .............. _ ... _ . 
romp"nrtu!o' 450 · C , 
0.05 0.1 5 035 
Str,,;n 
Figure A2,2.16 - Test Result for Specimen V3 
Tahle A2.2.16·· Yield Stress and Failure Strain jur Specimen V3 
Yield Stress (MPa) 168.97 
L'ltimate Temik Slre~~ (MPa) 246.42 
Gauge Length at l'ai[ure (mm) 79.4 
Elongalion of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 19.+ 
-
Strain a\ failure (%J 32.33 
A55 










D~term;nation of Mawrial Prop"rtj~" oj' MIld Sleel at Differeut Temp&rat~r8$ Md Strain RatMo 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 
W1 - Stress ". StrJin Graph 
'" ---- ---- - -------- ------------
,," - - ,,- , r 
--~ '00 --f- -------------- ------------ ---- -- -----------
~ i • "" ~ 
---- ,, -• , ;0 -
it, ! 
" - StramRat~ 3JJxlO-',--l 
" -------- ------T.mpor.nure oo~c 
" 0 005 " , 0,' 5 "' 0,l5 U "" " .• 51",;" 
Figure A2 2_17 - Test Result for Specimen W1 
Table .'\2.2.17 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen WI 
-
Yield Stress (IvIP;I) 102.62 
-
Ultimate Tensile Slrcs~ (MP;I) 12J.()9 
Gauge Length at Failure (mrn) 79.8 
----
Elongation 01' G;ll1ge Length at Failure (mm) 19,& 
; 
Strain;lt i";lilure (%) noo 
A56 










Oe(wmination of Material Properties 01 Mild 5t~el ~t Different T~mperat"res and Strain Rates 
App"mdix A2, ~ Tlist Results 
W2 • Str.n vs. Strain Graph 
H" ,---- ___ ~.~ ___________________ -, 
---'c=::=s:.:=--' 
'co t-~t---------
~ 80 --- ~-'.'.'~-.~ -~--------------~---~ ----------~~,,--_1 
···\1 
- ------ --I' 
Stra:inRat~ 3.33xur'l "" , 
"j-+ 
________ __________________________________ J 
T .mp"f~tu"': 60 0"C i o+-L-_-_-_-_-_--__ --_~ 
005 0.' 0,15 0_35 
Str~in 
Figure A2,2.18 - Test Result for Specimen W2 
Table A2,2.18 -- Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Spceim~n W2 
Yi~ld Slr~>;s (Y1Pa) I 101.38 
-_._--
Ultimate Tensile Slr~>;8 ('VIPa) 123.59 
----._.-
Gaug~ L~nbrth at Failure (mm) 80.8 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 20.8 
Strain at failure ('Yo) 34,67 











Determination of M~t~r;al Proper-tiM of Mild St~,,1 at o;rrerent T emperatmes and Stram Rates 
ApPf'ndix A2 - Test Results 
W3 - Stress vs. Strain Graph 
"" ................ - ......... , 
'" i .. ~.~~,,~. .~ 
'" , 
" " ~




+--j~-- ...................... . 
'" 
20 _ ._ .. _._-- ........................ - ............................ ..... ............................... j 
T' 1npo,oturo "oo·c i 
"+-L-~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ____________ ~
no~ n.1~ n.2~ n.3~ 
Stmin 
Figure A2.2.19 - Test Result for Specimen W3 
I'ahle A2.2. 19 - Yield Slrc~~ and Failurc Stl'<lin tor Specimen \1,'3 
._--
Yield Str~~& (YiPa) 96.35 
Ultimate Tensile Stress ('>,IPa) 121.75 
.. 
Gaugc Lcngth at Failurc (mrn) 79.9 
Elongation of Gauge Lcngth m Failure (mm) 19.9 
- - _ ... .- .-
Strain al failure (%) 33.17 
A58 












O .. te'm ina\ion of Material Properties of Mild St"~ ; at Oiff~rent Temperat"res and Strain R.tM 
Appandix A1 -- h M Results 
A2.3. Test Results at a Strain Rate of: 1.67 x 10·Zs·1 
i\ total of 19 tests were carried out at a strain rate of 1_67 x 10'., t. Tahle /\2_3_1 
ou\ljne~ (he tests ~alTie<l oul and (he graphed re~ulls follow the table. 
Tahle /\23_1 - T eu,ile Te,t~ Carried Out at 1.67 x 1 0-' sol 
Specimen Name (:ross Section Details of (;auge Length Temperature (OC) I 
-------- -------- .. -------- , 
Width (mm) Thickness (mm) Area (mm·) 
--- ------
KI 12.62 3.00 37.86 25 
----
K2 12.76 3.00 38.28 25 
-------- -
XZ! 12.54 3.00 37.62 25 
NCI 12.80 3.00 38.40 100 




12.70 3.00 38.10 100 
L1 12.56 3.00 37.68 200 
_. __ . i LlNEW 12.54 3.00 37.62 200 
- --- ----
12 i 12.56 3.00 37.68 200 . 
l'N2 12.52 3.00 37_56 200 
.. [----
M1 12.66 3.00 37_98 300 , , , 
M2 , 1266 3.00 37_98 300 
FN3 12.66 3.00 37.98 300 
Xl , 1238 3.00 37.14 450 
--
X2 12_66 3.00 37.98 450 , 
.. 
X3 12.44 3.00 37.32 450 
--- -- . .. .. 
YI 12.66 3.00 37_98 
, 
600 , -_ .. , Y2 12.60 3.00 37_80 600 , 











D"termin~tio~ of M~t~rial Prtlp~rties of Mild Ste,,1 at DiHerent Temperatmeg and Strain Rates 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 
K1 - Stress vs. Sb"~ln Gnph 
'"",---- .......................................................................... -....... _! 
,00 
$ 250 
" "-• ,", , 







StrninRak 1.67xln-', "" . ..... _ .... - ............................................................... ~".-.~--~+-.; 
0,05 0.' 0,1 5 00 
SIMi" 
T''''l'''ratu"" Room Tomp, .. t",. 
0,15 0.35 
Figure A2.3,1 - Test Result for Specimen Kl 
Table A2.3.1- Yiehl Stres.~ and Failure Strain ror Spe<;imen K 1 
----; ¥27"2.ru99~ 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 338.91 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 80.2 
Elongation or Gauge L~ngth at Failur~ (mm) '"~ 20.2 
Strain at failure (%) 33,67 
NOI~: Th~ ultimak tensile stress relxllted h~r~ refers to the maximnm stres~ recorJeJ as 
per the engineering stre~s v~. engineering strain graph, Tt do~s not refer to the true stress 
~xJXrienced at failure. This applies to all the test results at a strain rate of 
1.67xl0-' s-1, 
A60 










Determination 01 M~terjal Pr<;>pett;e" of Mild Steel at Differenl Temperotures and Strain Rates 
Appendix A2 -Test Results 
K2 - Stress 'IS. Strain Gr~ph 







6l 1 50 
'""ti'-------------------c-~ 
Stram Rate: 1.67 x 10-' 5-l 
50 - -----~--- ------------------------------------- ------------- --------------------1-
T.mpofOtu .. : Room T.mp"~hre 
"+----------------~~ 
0.05 0.1 5 0.25 0.35 
Stmin 
Figure A2.3.2 - Test Result for Specimen K2 
Table A2_3.2 - Yield Siress and Failure Strain for Specimen K2 
I Yield Stress (MPa) 276.71 
Ultimate Tensile SC're=''C('M"P'JC)-----'J'4'J_"2019 
Gauge Lenglh at Failure (mm) 81_3 
Elongation of Gauge Length al Failure (mm) , 21_3 
Strain at failure (%) 35_50 











Determination of Material Properti .. s of Mild St .. elat Differ .. nt T .. mperatur .... and Strain Rates 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 




1:: -i------------------------------------------------ ----_-_. ___ ~_=__~_~_Ra~O< _1 ~7 x~o~ '~-~ 
Temp"oture Room Tompoutao i 
"+----------~---~~ 
0.05 a.1 5 U,25 "' 035 
Slinin 
Figure A2.3.3 - Test Result for Speclmell XZ1 
Tahle A2.3.3 -. Yield Stress and l<ailurc Strain for Specimen XZ] 
Yiehl Slre ~~ (MPa) 
Lltirnatc Tensile Stress (MPa) 
Gauge Length at Failure (Imn) 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (nml) 
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NC1 • Stres5 VS. Strnln Gr~ph 
...................................................•••.•••••.• ·································1 
IZ------- ~~- I I 
-- .-- -------------------------- --------------------- --------------- -------- --, 
! 
----------- --------. -- --- ------ ----1 
StramRat~ 167xI0·'l-1 i ........ ···+~~1 
" +-____ --_---_---_---_'-"m-~-'-"_W-\-·Lw"-'-"C__<i 
0,05 0,1 5 0,15 
Slrdin 
Figure A2,3.4 - Test Result for Specimen NC1 
Tahle A2.3.4 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen J\Cl 
Yield Stress (MFa) 
~~~~~~~----~1 Ultimate T en~ile Slres~ (MPa) 2n.84 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 77_5 
Llongation of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 17.5 
Strainatfailure(%) 29.17 











DeI~fmi~~lio~ of Mal~rial Propertiu of Mild SI .... I RI OiffeN'nt Tempe'atu' .... and Slrain Rates 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 
• " ~ 200 
~ 150 
~ 
NC2 - Str.$!; "'5. Strain Gl"<\ph 
-------- -- I ......................---+! 
StramRale- lN~10-'5-1 i ------- -----_._---- +, 
Temper<rtuu 100'\::1 I 
"+-------------------------~ 
0.05 " , 0.15 0.25 0., 0.35 
Strain 
Figure A2.3.5 - Test Resutt for Specimen NC2 
Table A2.3.5 - Yield Str~,~ ,mu Fai lure Sirain Ii". Spe~imen '<C2 
. _ .. 
Yield Stress (MFa) 208.04 
Cllimate Tensile Stress (MPa) i 293.53 
-
GHuge L~nh'1h HI Failu,." (mm) 79.5 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 19.5 
SIT;!in Hllailur~ (0/0) 32.50 











Determination of Mater",1 Properties of Mild Steel at Dllfe'~nt 1 emp~r~t"'~ ~nd Strain Rates 
Appl",dix A2 _ Tl'$t Results 
NC3 • Stress VS. Strain Gr:tph 






[i: 200 +-.,'-~---~ ... /------------------------
; 150 -------------------------- ---J 
~ 
StreinRate: 1.07><10-'1--1 
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T. m?,,"!ur,, 100°C 
O+--~--~--___ --__ --_~~--~ 
005 0,1 5 O. 2 ~ 0.35 
Strain 
Figure A2.3.6 - Test Result for Speclmer'l NC3 
Table A2.3,6 - Yield Stress and failure Strain for Specimen .t\C3 
Yield Stress ('v1Pa) 209.69 
I 
Ultimate Tensile Stress ("IPa) I 2~4_59 
._. 
Gauge Lenglh al Failure (mm) 78.3 
----
Elongation of Gauge Length al Failure (mm) 18.3 
Slrain al failure (%) 30,50 
-











Determi"ation of Mate, i.i Prop ~ rtie5 of Mitd Ste~; at Djlfe,en! Temperatu,e~ and Strain Ra,e~ 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 
L 1 - Stress vs. Strain Graph 
''" -- --------------------- -------, 
'" 
'"' 
-- -- -::: .....:.: . . F"'::: .... -': ....". r'-~=~·····,,········· •• ~........ I 
~ 
'" • "-, "0 , ................ -........-- --I 
fj, '" 
'" . ----------_ .. _--_ ..... , StrninRa!~: \.Il1xlO-'.-< 
" 
0 1/ 
--- ------------ -------- - -----------------------------------t ----------------
Tempo"!""" 200-C 
, 0,05 0,1 5 0,25 
Strain 
Figure A2_3.7 - Test Result for Specimen L 1 
Table A2.3.7 - Yield Stres~ and Failu.re Stram I'"r Specimen T.l 
Yield SITess (MPa) ,210.72 
Ultimate Ten:;ile Stres> (MPa) , 34R.65 
Gallge Length at fl"ill1l'~ (mm) 70_1 , 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) ! 10.1 
Strain at lai llire (0/0) 16.Rj 
---------- -
A66 










Detenn;n~liDn of M~teri8. : ""'p~ "_i<ll! of M,ld SI""I at Djffer~nt Temperatures and Strain Rates 
Appendix A2 ~ Test Results 
L 1NEW - Stress vs. Strain Graph 
'" ,--- -------l 
? 250 • "-~ 200 
i 
= 150 ., 
---.--.-.--..- -'-:d:;:::' :;:::?',-.d'--~~,! 
------------- ---------- -- ---------------- ----- ----j 
------------- ---------- --- --------- ---- ------------ -- ---, 
j--- F-----
j 
--------- --------- --------------- ----------- ----1 
I 
------- ---------_._-_._-------------------; 
Stram Rate: 1Il7xl0-' l -'! i ........................ ------_='C= ----t-' 
Temperatur, 20 0"C . 
" +L~-_---~--_--~--~ 
0.05 " , 0.1 5 a.l ~ 
SII<lin 
Figure A2.3_8 - Test Result for Specimen L 1 NEW 
Table A2.3.8 - Yield Stress and Failure Stmin for Specimen LlNEW 
. 
Yield Slre~ " (MPa) 205 .46 
-- ----
I Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 36 1.14 
L 
Gauge Length at Failure (nun) 7U 
Elongation ofUauge Length at h!il\ll'e (mm) I U 
Strain allailure (%) 18.67 











Determination of Mat"rl~1 Properties of Mild Steel al Different T emper"ures ~n(l Str~jn R~te$ 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 
L2 • Stress vs. Strain Gr~ph 















Figure A2.3.9 - Test Result for Specimen L2 
T "bk A2.3.9 - Yield Slr",>s <lIN F<liiw", Str<lin for Specimen L2 
Yield Stress (MPa) 210.94 
-
U1timak T",nsi le Str","" (MPa) 348.09 
G<luge l.enb>th Jt Failure (nun) 69.8 
Elong<ltion of G<lLlge Lenb'lh at f<lilure (illill) 9_8 
Strain at failure (%) 16.33 











Dewrminatkm of Material Properties of Mild Steel at DifNrent Tllmpllratu .... s and Strain Rallis 
Appendix At - Tf!st Results 
FN2 - Stress V$, Strain Graph 
;'0 
;00 l 7~=~···················~ 





gO -+-- - - ---
'00 
StrallJRiltc: 1,07~10-',-l 
'0 -------- -- ------
T.mp"ratur. 20 0"C 
0 
0 om 0,04 0,06 0,08 0,1 2 0,14 D,H 0.1 8 
Figure A2.3.1 0 - Test Result for Specimen FN2 
Table A2.3.l0 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen FK2 
Yield Stress (MPa) 201.74 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (lvlPa) 3"2,84 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 68.4 
-
Elongation ofGallge Length al Failllre (mm) X 4 
Strain at failllre (0/0) 14,00 











Determination of Materi~1 Propertiu .. of Mild Stee l at DiffQront TemperJtures a"d Stram Ratlls 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 
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0,05 0,1 5 
Stlain 
T.mp"r~IUf<; 3OO"C i 
0,25 
Figure A2,3,11 - Test Result for Specimen Ml 
Table A2.3, 11 - Yield Str~ss and FJi!ur~ Stwin 1(,r Spt:cim~n Ml 
Yield Slrcss (MPa) 186,97 
-- -
Ultimale T~nsile Stress (MPa) 379,23 
Gaugc Length at !<ailure (Jilin) 73.5 
Elongation of Gauge Length at !<ailure (mm) 13.5 
- Strain al railurc (%) 22.50 
, 
! I -,--











Ddennlnatlon Of M~t .. r;~t Properties of MHd St&gl at Diff.mltl' T. mperatures and Strain R3tes 
Appendix A2 - T..st Results 
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" 0.05 0.' 0.1 5 0.25 0.35 Shah, 
Figure A2.3. 12 - Test Result for Specimen M2 
Table 1\2.3.12 Yield Slre~s and F"lil1f~ Strain 1<.lf Specimen /1.-12 
Yield Str~~s (MPa) , 189.90 
t:ltimilte Tell5ile Stress ('\-IPa) 384.91 
Gauge L~ng[h a[ FailllI~ (mm) 75.5 
. 
Elongation of Gauge ungth at Failur~ (mm) 
,-
15.5 
- -Strain al f"ilur~ (0/.) 25.83 
m 










D~termm.tion 01 Mate"~1 Pr(>p~rti~s 01 M,ld Stolel;ll Oiffu,e~1 remper~t~'es and Slr~in Rate. 
Appendix A2 _ Test Results 
FN3 - Stress V$. Str~in Gr~ph 
." 1-=-_-=-__ ---------~-~---T---~---~-~ .-===--:-:--'-=-=-=--:---=---~--~---~---~---,---_- _---_---_---_-~' 
m+ ---'" t-__ yJ'----"V ________ ---'.,------j 
l.so+---7L:c1---------------+---i 
" / '"o+--rc----------------+---1 i 
~ 150 +--1-----------------+---1 
'""t--t------------------c-ccc 




om 0.1 5 0.25 
Stlaln 
Figure A2 3.13 - Test Result for Specimen FN3 
Tahle 1\2.2.13 Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen FN3 
--
Yield Stress (/'o.lPa) 194.39 i 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 383.07 i 
----
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 73.4 
Elongation of Gauge Leng1h at Failure (mm) 13.4 
Strain at failure (%) 22.33 
-- ----_. ---











o"tNmination 01 Ma!1>rial Propt;;iies of Mild S,,,,,i "I D,ffer''''t T emperatur"~ and Strain RatN 
Append,,, A2 -- 1M! Results 
Xl - Stress vs. Strain Graph 
", ,-- ~-::~:::==_",::::,::::-"", ......... -. ·········1 
i ::: ...... .L_._._ -----.. . .••...........••... ~J , 
~ 1 0 D ,-+--------.------ ------------------- --- ------j 
Strain Rat": 1.67xlO-',-< i 
"H----------- ---+-----i 
, l-'-_-r __ -, ___ c-__ ,-__ -r ___ 'r' m-"-'-"-"',i'-·-"-'-'-'-I , , D1S 0.25 " 0.35 
StMI" 
Figure A2_3 14 - Test Result for Specimen Xl 
Table A2.3.14 - Yield Str~ss and Failure Strain for Specimen Xl 
Yield Stress (MPa) 1 ~_74.36 : 
UUimale T en~ile Stress (MPa) : 272.75 
Gaug~ I.~ngth at Failure (mm) 78.8 
Elongation ofUauge I.~nb"lh <It Failure (mm) 18_8 
Strain at failure ('Yo) 3133 
_._. --_.-











D~termin~tion of Mati/rial Pmperties of Mild St<>~1 at Different Tami>"ratm~~ and 5!.rain Rate!! 
Append,x A2 ~- Test Results 
X2 - Stress V$, Str~in Graph 
,>C 
.. m" 




Stral!lRatc: l.O7 ~lO-'.l-,l i 
······················· ················1 .." 
Tomperaluu: 4lO' C 
" 
" 0.05 0.1 5 0.25 035 Strain 
Figure A2315 - Test Result for Specimen X2 
Table A2.J.1 S - Yield Stress and failure Sirain l'or Specimen X2 
Yield Stress (:vIPa) 173.55 
-
l:ltimMe Tensile Stress (\1l'a) 278.17 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 79.0 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (nun) 19.0 
r-Sti:ain allailure (%Y-- 3 Ui7 










Oetermimltion 01 Mate,ial PropertIes 01 MIld Steel at Different Temperatures and Strain Rates 
A»pendix A2 - Test Results 
X3 • Stre55 VS. Str31n Graph 
000 ,-- ---- .................... ---- ---····1 
.... <_._ ... ~===:::::::~ ------I 
! 
~ ~:: .......... -.-... --.-.. ________ . _  ._~ .~~::~. ____ U 
~ ':: ~- _ ____________ ~-_ _ >rn __ """,d 
Tempo,"!",," 4.'If"C 
,~~-------------------~ 0,05 "' 
Str~ill 
0,25 
Figure A2,316 - Tesl Result for Specimen X3 
0,35 
lable ."'--2.3.16 - Yield Sires> and Fmlure Strain ror Specimen X3 
- . 
Yield Stress (MFa) 174.16 
T.:ltimate Tensi le Stress (MPa) 270.53 
O'lllge Length at Failure (mm) 79.8 , 
i Elongation of Gauge Length at fa ilure (mm) ; 19.8 
Strain at raliure (%J 33.00 
----










Determination of Mat~ri~1 f' .", p"rlj~,; of Mild Steel at Different T~mpN~t"res and Suain RaIlS 










Y1 • Stress vs. Strain Graph 
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" 0. U5 "' a.15 Stmin 
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StramRat~ l.67xlU· ' . "" ! 
......................................... \ ..... j 
T. rnper~t"'o; 600"C ! , 
0.25 0. 35 "' 
Figure A2.3.17 - Test Result for Specimen Y1 
Tabl ~ A2.3.17 - Yiehl Slr~ss and Failure Strain for Specimen YI 
- ~ 
Yield Stress (MPa) 1l2.15 
- --
136M Ultimat~ Tensile Stress (!vIral 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 81.5 
Elongation of Gauge Length at :railur~ (nun) 21.5 
Strain at failure (%) 35.83 
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" " • eo ... ~ -_._---,
Ii "' 
<0 1- -----------~ -~------;':;-
Stram Rate: 1.67xJO-',-1 
'" 
0 
T . mperotur. · IIOO ' C , 
0 0.05 0.' 0.1 5 0.' 0.25 0.35 
Figure A2_3. 18 - Test Result for Specimen Y2 
Table Al,3. 18 - Yield Slre~s and Failure Strain lor Specimen Y2 
Yield Su'css (MPa) Il5.R7 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 142.94 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) no , , 
Elongation of Gange Length at Failure (mm) ~2.0 ! 
Strain atlil.ihlre (%) 36.67 
_._-- ---- ------ ----
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Determination \If M~terl~1 Propen:ies of Mild St~e' at D,ff9rent Temper~tur65 ~nd Str,ln ~1:6$ 
Appendix A2 - Te!!t Result' 
H" 
m 
" '" " "-
" eo ,
• " 'r, 
'" 
" 
Y3· Stre55 VS. Strain Grnph 




0.1 ~ "' Strain 
0.2~ 




Table A2.3.1 'I Yield Stress and hilure Strain for Specimen Y3 
Yield Stress (~1Pa) I 11 4:iJOl 
Ultimate Tensile Stress ('viral i 140_72 
Gauge Length athlilure (mm) 81.7 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 21.7 
Strainat failure(%l 36.1 7 











Determinati~" 0'- M~\~";JI Pwperties Of MHd St~el at Different Temper.tures and Strain Rale5 
Appendix A2 - Test Results 
A2.4. Test Results at a Strain Rate of: 1 x 10"5" 
A llllal or 15 je~l~ were carried out at a strain rate or I x I 0 ",. L. Tahle A2A.I oUlli~ 
the tests ~arried oulllnd lhe graphed results follow the table. 
Table A2A.l- Tensile Tesls Carried Out at 1 xlO- 1 .1' - 1 
Spccimen Name Cross Section Dctails of Gaugc Length , Temperature (0C) 
---- ----
'Vidtb (mm) Thickness (mm) Area (mm ) 
SA2 12_6R 3 _00 3R.()4 25 
SA6 12_56 3.00 ]7,68 25 
------- - ---
S132 12.66 3.00 ]7,98 100 
XE2 12.62 
, 
3.00 37,86 100 
, " 
FD3 12.60 3.00 37.RO 100 
SCI 12.64 i 3,00 37.92 200 
---- I ---------SC2 12,56 3,00 37.68 200 , 
---- , 
SC3 12.64 , 3,00 37.92 200 , 
SOl 12,60 
, 
3,00 37.RO 3 ()() 
, - -- - ---------
XB2 12,66 3,00 37.98 300 
SFI 12.46 3.00 37_38 450 
--, - - - ---
XCI 1258 3J)() 37_74 450 




Sf] 12.40 3J)() 37_20 600 
XD2 12.62 3.00 37.68 , 600 
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SA2· Stress vs. StrJfn Gr~ph 
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Sir";,, 
Figure A2.4. 1 - Test Result for Specimen SA2 
TabJc A2A. I - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen SAl 
Yield Slrcss ('vfP,,) 
Ultimate Tensile Stress ('vfPa) 





23_3 Elongallon ofGaugc Length al fmlure (mm) 
Slrain ai !ailure (%) --1'308'.8"3.1 
:;..!ote: Th~ ultimate t~nsiJc stress reported here refers to toc maximum slrcss rccorded as 
per iloc cnginecring slrc», v». engine~ring »lr..lin graph, It does no t refer to the true stress 
cxr<-'1ienced ai lailure_ 'fbis applies to all the test r~sults "t a strain rate of 1 x 1 0 1 S L. 
ABO 
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" 0_05 0,1 5 0,25 O_3~ 0(5 Sll<1in 
Figure A2A.2 - Test Result for Specimen SA6 
Table A2.4.2 - Yield Slrcs~ and Failure Strain for Specimen SA6 
ss (MPa) 
Tensile Slre~s (MPa) 
----





Strain at t: 


















o..oormination of Material Properties 01 Mild Steel ~t DIfferent Temperatures and Str~ln Rat~s 
Append;x A2 ~ Test Results 
" !i 200 
~ 150 
~ 
SB2 - Stress vs. str~in Graph 
c._~ _ ~~~~ ___ ~_~ _ 
--~~-~~~~~-
005 0.1 5 0.25 0,35 
SIiJin 
Figure A2.4.3 - Test Result for Specimen SB2 
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Determination of Material Properties of Mild SteIll at Different T emperltures and Strain Rates 
Appendix A2 - T~t Ra6111ts 
XE2· Str~5S V5_ StraIn Graph 
"" 
,ee --
'" " ~ 200 
• , ,,, 
• " 
'"" Ii 
~ - -~~~~ .~ .. -~-~. ~ 
StrainRa!~: lxlO-I,-1 
" ················~··· f ···~ , TomporotutL'lOO'C 
" 0.05 " OYi "' 0_15 0.35 Strain 
Figure A2.4.4 - Test Result for Specimen XE2 
Table 1\2.4.4 -- Yield Stress and Failure Strain lor Specimen XF.2 
Yiel<1 Stre>:> (\1Pa) 227.63 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (\1Pa) 300,71 
- ---
Gauge Length at Failure (nml) 79_3 
Flongation or Gauge Length at Failure (mm) i93 
Str'lill at failure (%) 32.17 
A83 
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0.05 0.1 5 eo O.2~ 
Sttai .. 
Figure A2.4.5 - Test Rei>Ult lor Specimen FD3 
Table AlA.S - Yield Stress and Failure Strain I<',r Specimen FD3 
Yield Stres~ (MPa) 271.63 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 299.68 
Gauge Length at Failure (lllIll) 80,0 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 20.0 
Strain at failure (%) 33.33 











[)",.,,,,;;,,,j;cn ",- !hl"r,al Prop",1WS "f M;;c Stcol 31 Djff"rc~t T~mp€rat" res and Strain Rates 
Appennix A2·· Test Results 
SCi· Stre$$ vs. Strnrn GrJph 
........ ... - ................ - ............................. _. __ ._ .. _._ . . _-------
,"c +---
--, / -
~ +-o~0. ~~  _________________________ _ 
~ 200 
.. _ .. _._--
j 150 +--1:-----------........... -... -
>c" Ht'-----------
Str.linRate: lxlO-1 1-1 ! 
+ 1 T.illp"ratur, 20 0"C , 
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----- _._-- --- -
c., 0.1 5 0.25 
Strain 
Figure A2,4,6 - Test Result for Specimen SC1 
Table A2.4.6 .. Yiel<1 SIre,s an<1 Faih'l<' Strain for Sp"cimen SCI 
----
216.66 i Yiel<1 SIre,s (MPa) 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 131 4.45 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 72.8 
Elongation of Gauge Len~1:h at failure (mm) I 12.8 
Strain at failure (%) 21.3J 
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_1 __ ~_~~_l_~_:~J 
~+ 
r . mpenrtun ~"~ i , 
0_05 "' 0_1 5 0_25 Stm;n 
Figure A2.4.7 - Test Result for Specimen SC2 
Tahlc A2A.7 - Yield Stress and Faill1l'e Strain for Specimen SC2 
.. -~ ~, 
Yi~ld Str~ss (MPa) ; 211.32 
Uilimak T~nsik Slr~ss (MPa) 317_62 
Gauge Length at Failure (mm) 7004 
----------- . 
Flongalioll of Gallg~ L~nglh at Failllr~ (mm) , lOA 
Strain at failllr~ (%) 17.33 
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Appendix AZ - fast Results 
SC3 • Stress VS. Strain Graph 
............. ~ ... .... -== .....~ .... .... :::-:-.......  :-::: ...... ~=:-::< J 
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Figure A2.4.8 - Tesl Result for Specimell SC3 
Table A2.4.S Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen S(,3 
Yield Stress (MPa) 206.00 
.. . _._ . 
Ultimate Tensile Stre.';s (MP,,) 333.54 
Gauge Length at Failure (nml) 72.9 
Elongation 01" Gallge T.ength at Faillire (mm) 12.9 
Strain at failure (%) 21.50 
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0.05 0.1 ~ O.2~ 
51''';11 
Figure A2.4.9 - Test Result for Specimen S02 
Table A2A.9 - Yield Slre% <J.nU Faihne Slmin I(,r Specimen SD2 
Yield Stress (MPa) 19UJ 
. __ .. 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (lI-IPa) 371.32 
Gauge Length at Failure (nun) 7U 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (nml) IU 
Strain al fuilure (%) 19.67 
--
A88 










D<>term,nation of MJh";~1 Propartl"~ of M,ld SW~I ~i Piff~r(ml T emperJtures and Strain R~tes 
Append,'x A2 _ Test Results 
XB2 - Stress vs. strain Graph 
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Figure A2,4, 10 - Test Result for Specimen XB2 
Table A2.4.10 Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen XB2 
YlCld Stress (MPa) 202.97 
_ .. _ .. _--
t:ltimate Tensik Stress (l\1T'a) 367,80 
Gauge Length at failure (mm) 73,7 
El.o~gation of Gauge Length at Failure (mm) i \3,7 , 
j 
SIT;!in allailure (0/o ) i 22.83 I -_ ..•. _ .. . . _._._. .. _ ... 











D~~~,;";~at;o,, ,,1 rM\~riai P",p~'1;~3 ,-,' M:ld S{"el at Oifferent Temperatures and Strain Rates 
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Figure A2.4, 11 - Test Result for Specimen SEt 
Table A2.4.ll - Yield Stress and failure Strain for Specimen SEI 
Yield Str~ss (MPa) 195,07 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) 307.17 
Gauge Length at F"ilure (mm) ---79.8 
- -- -
Elongation orGalLg~ I,ength a\ Failure (mm) 19.8 
S\min at failure (%) 33.00 
-











Determinlltion ~f M~teri~1 Propertie~ of Mild Steel at Dlffilrenl Temper~turG$ and Strain iUt""l 
Appendi" A2 _ Test Results 
~ 
" ~ 200 
~ 150 • • 
XC1 - Stress vs. Strain Graph 
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Figure A2.4. 12 - Test Result for Specimen XC1 
Table A2.4.12 - Yield Slre:;s and Failure Strain for Specimen XCI 
_. 
Yield Stress (MPa) 192.11 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (MPa) I 296.77 
-----
Gauge Length at Failure (nun) 79.6 
Elongation orOauge Length at Failure (mm) 19.6 
Strain at failure (0/0) 32.67 
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XC2 - Stress \15. Strllin GrJph 
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Figure A2 413 - Test Result for Specimen XC2 
Tahle A2.4. ]] - Yield Sires, lind Failure Strain for Sp(!Cimen XC2 
tress (MPa) Yield S 
Utimatc 
Gauge L 
Tel15i le SIre,s (MPa) 
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Figure A2.4.14 - Test Result for Specimen SF3 
lable A2.4.l4 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Spedmen SF3 
Yield Stress (MPa) 144.85 
l:llimale T ensde SlTe~s (MPa) 175.00 
Gauge I.ellgth CIt Failure (rom) 83.~ 
Flongalion of Gauge Length at Failure (Imn) 238 
Strain at failure (%) 39.67 
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Appendix A2 - TIISI Results 
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Figure A2.4.15 - Test Result for Specimen XD2 
Table Al.4.l5 - Yield Stress and Failure Strain for Specimen XD2 
Yield Stress (MPa) 
t:ltimate Tensile Stres.> (MPa) 
141.04 i 
161.91 
(jaugc Lcngth at l'ailurc (Illln) I 83.6 
Elongation of Gauge Length at Failure (m",) 123.6 
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A3. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ANALYSIS REPORT 
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Figure A3 1 - Chemical Composition Analysis Report 
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Appendix A3 _ Chemica' Composition Analysis Report 
The specimens used for the tests carried out in this project were cut from the same sheet 
of steel. Samples of these specimens were then sent for an exlemal chemical compo~l(jon 
analysis. 1be samples marked as specimen A2 ,md specimen 112 in figure A3.1 represent 
the test specimens used in this project. Note that the samples marked as specimen Rand 
specimen N were used in the tests found in reference [1] and were cui from a dirlerem 
sheet of ~teeL A summary oflhe chemical composition of the specimens used in this 
project is presellled in lahle A3.1. 
Table A3.1- Chemical Composition of Mild Steel Tensile Specimen~ 
Chemical Carhon (C) Manganese (Mn) Silicon (Si)lPhosphon:llls (P) Sulphur (S) 
"Iom/m 0.06 - 0.07 0.14 - 0.15 <0.05 10."005 _·O.OM 0.002 
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Appendix A4 - MIcrographs 
-
A4. MICROGRAPHS 
25 sample, were ",I eeled lOr anal y>is under an optical microscope, Table /\4.1 indicates 
the ~deelCd specimcns. Pieces were cui from one of the fraclured Cllds of the tcsted 
;,pecimem and mounted in polymer resin a, shown in figure A4.1: micrographs were 
laken from the regions within Ihe green circle:;. The micrograph>. taken at x 5()() 
magnification, follow figure ,'1.4.1. 
Table A4.1 - Ylicrostrudure Analysi> Samples 
Specimens Test Temperatures and Strain Rale 
Unle,tcd ~!A 
AI, i\AL 1Jl NE\\', C1. Dl and U2 25°C to 600°C respectively; 4.17 X 10-4 ,\. -' 
Fl, NB3, 01. H2. V2 and \V2 25"C to 6()()"C respectively; 3.33 x 10 '" 
K2, NC3, L2, ~11. X2 and Yl 25°C to 6()(n.~ re>pectiYely: 1.67 x 10 's 
~~ 
SA2, SB2, SCI, XB2. SEI and SF3 25°C to 6I))°C r~>p~etively: I x 1 0 -' S- l 
The green circles ind icate ltle regions I'Iotlere the 




Figure A4.1 - Micrograph Regions 
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Appendix A4 - Micrographs 
NO!c: In all micrographs of the !e:;ted specimens. the fractured end is ioca!ed 011 the left. 
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